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10 August 2010 

MEMORANDUM FOR:  ALL INTERESTED GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, INDIVIDUALS, AND 
ORGANIZATIONS 

FROM:  National Science Foundation (NSF) 
Division of Ocean Sciences 
4201 Wilson Blvd. 
Arlington, VA 

SUBJECT:  Notice of Public Hearings and Request for Public Comment on a Draft Site-Specific 
Environmental Assessment (SSEA) for the Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI) 

The National Science Foundation (NSF) gives notice of public hearings and the request for public 
comment on the Draft SSEA for the OOI. The Division of Ocean Sciences in the Directorate for 
Geosciences has prepared the Draft SSEA for the OOI, a multi-million dollar Major Research Equipment 
and Facilities Construction effort intended to put moored and cable infrastructure in discrete locations in 
the coastal and global ocean. The OOI Project is funded in part by the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act via a cooperative agreement with NSF. The Draft SSEA has been prepared to assess 
the potential impacts on the human and natural environment associated with proposed site-specific 
requirements in the design, installation, and operation of the OOI that were previously assessed in a 2008 
Programmatic Environmental Assessment (PEA) and a 2009 Supplemental Environmental Report (SER). 
The scope of the environmental impact analysis of the SSEA is tiered from the previously prepared PEA, 
associated Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), and SER. It focuses only on those activities and 
the associated potential impacts, including cumulative impacts, resulting from the site-specific installation 
and operation of OOI assets and not previously assessed in the PEA and SER. Comments on the Draft 
SSEA must be submitted on or before September 15, 2010. 
 
Oceanographic research has long relied on research vessel cruises (expeditions) as the predominate means 
to make direct measurements of the ocean. Remote sensing (use of satellites) has greatly advanced 
abilities to measure ocean surface characteristics over extended periods of time. A major advancement for 
oceanographic research methods is the ability to make sustained, long-term, and adaptive measurements 
from the surface to the ocean bottom. ‘‘Ocean Observatories’’ are now being developed to further this 
goal. Building upon recent technology advances and lessons learned from prototype ocean observatories, 
NSF’s Ocean Sciences Division is proposing to fund the OOI, an interactive, globally distributed and 
integrated infrastructure that will be the backbone for the next generation of ocean sensors and resulting 
complex ocean studies presently unachievable. The OOI reflects a community-wide, national and 
international scientific planning effort and is a key NSF contribution to the broader effort to establish 
focused national ocean observatory capabilities through the Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS). 
 
The OOI infrastructure would include cables, buoys, deployment platforms, moorings, junction boxes, 
electric power generation (solar, wind, and/or fuel cell), and two-way communications systems. This 
large-scale infrastructure would support sensors located at the sea surface, in the water column, and at or 
beneath the seafloor. The OOI would also support related elements, such as unified project management, 
data dissemination and archiving, modeling of oceanographic processes, and education and outreach 
activities essential to the long-term success of ocean science. It would include the first U.S. multi-node 
cabled observatory; fixed and relocatable coastal arrays coupled with mobile assets; and advanced buoys 
for interdisciplinary measurements, especially for data-limited areas of the Southern Ocean and other 
high-latitude locations. 
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The OOI design is based upon three main technical elements across global, regional, and coastal scales. 
At the global and coastal scales, moorings would provide locally generated power to seafloor and 
platform instruments and sensors and use satellite and other wireless technologies to link to shore and the 
Internet. Up to four Global Scale Nodes (GSN) or buoy sites are proposed for ocean sensing in the 
Eastern Pacific and Atlantic oceans. The Regional-Scale Nodes (RSN) off the coast of Washington and 
Oregon would consist of seafloor observatories with various chemical, biological, and geological sensors 
linked with submarine cables to shore that provide power and Internet connectivity. Coastal-Scale Nodes 
(CSN) would be represented by the fixed Endurance Array, consisting of a combination of cabled nodes 
and stand-alone moorings, off the coast of Washington and Oregon, and the relocatable Pioneer Array off 
the coast of Massachusetts, consisting of a suite of stand-alone moorings. In addition, there would be an 
integration of mobile assets such as autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVS) and/or gliders with the 
GSN, RSN, and CSN observatories.  
 
NSF will conduct three public hearings to receive oral and written comments on the Draft SSEA. Federal, 
state, and local agencies and interested individuals are invited to be present or represented at the public 
hearings. An open house session will precede the scheduled public hearing at each of the locations listed 
below and will allow individuals to review the information presented in the Draft SSEA. NSF 
representatives will be available during the open house sessions to clarify information related to the Draft 
SSEA. All hearings will start with an open house session from 7 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. A presentation and 
formal public comment period will be held from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. Public hearings will be held on the 
following dates and at the following locations: 

 Wednesday, September 1, 2010, 7-9 pm, Westport Maritime Museum, Westport, WA. 
 Thursday, September 2, 2010, 7-9 pm, Guin Library Seminar Room, Hatfield Marine Science 

Center, Newport, OR. 
 Wednesday, September 8, 2010, 7-9 pm, New Bedford Library, New Bedford, MA. 

 
Oral statements will be heard and transcribed by a stenographer; however, to ensure the accuracy of the 
record, all statements should be submitted in writing. All statements, both oral and written, will become 
part of the public record on the Draft SSEA and will be responded to in the Final SSEA. Equal weight 
will be given to both oral and written statements. In the interest of time available time, and to ensure all 
who wish to give an oral statement have the opportunity to do so, each speaker’s comments will be 
limited to three (3) minutes.  
 
Comments may be submitted 3 ways:   

1. Mailed to:  Jean McGovern, National Science Foundation, Division of Ocean Sciences, 4201 
Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22230.  

2. Via email at nepacomments@nsf.gov.  
3. Presented in writing at the public hearings. 

 
All written comments must be postmarked by September 15, 2010 to ensure they become part of the 
official record. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Jean McGovern, OOI Project Director, NSF 

Enclosure:  CD containing Draft SSEA for OOI and associated appendices 
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Bridging Cultures through Film: 
International Topics Grants Program, 
submitted to the Division of Public 
Programs at the July 28, 2010 deadline. 

8. Date: September 28, 2010. 
Time: 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Room: 415. 
Program: This meeting will review 

applications for Research and 
Development in Research and 
Development, submitted to the Division 
of Preservation and Access at the July 1, 
2010 deadline. 

9. Date: September 29, 2010. 
Time: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Room: 421. 
Program: This meeting will review 

applications for Europe and Asia in 
Bridging Cultures through Film: 
International Topics Grants Program, 
submitted to the Division of Public 
Programs at the July 28, 2010 deadline. 

10. Date: September 30, 2010. 
Time: 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Room: 415. 
Program: This meeting will review 

applications for Research and 
Development in Research and 
Development, submitted to the Division 
of Preservation and Access at the July 1, 
2010 deadline. 

Michael P. McDonald, 
Advisory Committee, Management Officer. 
[FR Doc. 2010–20186 Filed 8–13–10; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 7536–01–P 

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 

Notice of Availability of a Draft Site- 
Specific Environmental Assessment 
and Notice of Public Hearings 

AGENCY: National Science Foundation. 
ACTION: Notice of the availability of a 
Draft Site-Specific Environmental 
Assessment (Draft SSEA) for the Ocean 
Observatories Initiative (OOI), request 
for public comment on the Draft SSEA, 
and notice of public hearings. 

SUMMARY: The National Science 
Foundation (NSF) gives notice of the 
availability of the Draft SSEA for the 
OOI, and requests public review and 
comment on the document. NSF also 
provides notice of public hearings on 
the Draft SSEA for the OOI. The 
Division of Ocean Sciences in the 
Directorate for Geosciences (GEO/OCE) 
has prepared a Draft SSEA for the OOI, 
a multi-million dollar Major Research 
Equipment and Facilities Construction 
effort intended to put moored and cable 
infrastructure in discrete locations in 
the coastal and global ocean. The Draft 
SSEA has been prepared to assess the 
potential impacts on the human and 

natural environment associated with 
proposed site-specific requirements in 
the design, installation, and operation of 
the OOI that were previously assessed 
in a 2008 Programmatic Environmental 
Assessment (PEA) and a 2009 
Supplemental Environmental Report 
(SER). The scope of the environmental 
impact analysis of the SSEA is tiered 
from the previously prepared PEA, 
associated Finding of No Significant 
Impact (FONSI), and SER. It focuses 
only on those activities and the 
associated potential impacts, including 
cumulative impacts, resulting from the 
site-specific installation and operation 
of OOI assets and not previously 
assessed in the PEA and SER. The Draft 
SSEA is available for public comment 
for a 30-day period. Comments may be 
mailed to Jean McGovern, National 
Science Foundation, Division of Ocean 
Sciences, 4201 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, 
VA 22230, or submitted via e-mail at 
nepacomments@nsf.gov. The deadline 
for submitting comments is September 
15, 2010. 

NSF will conduct three public 
hearings to receive oral and written 
comments on the Draft SSEA. Federal, 
state, and local agencies, Native 
American Tribes and Nations, and 
interested individuals are invited to be 
present or represented at the public 
hearings. This notice announces the 
dates and locations of the public 
hearings for this Draft SSEA. An open 
house session will precede the 
scheduled public hearing at each of the 
locations listed below and will allow 
individuals to review the information 
presented in the Draft SSEA. NSF 
representatives will be available during 
the open house sessions to clarify 
information related to the Draft SSEA. 

Dates and Addresses: All hearings 
will start with an open house session 
from X p.m. to X p.m. A presentation 
and formal public comment period will 
be held from X p.m. to X p.m. Public 
hearings will be held on the following 
dates and at the following locations: 

• Wednesday, September 1, 2010, at 
Westport Maritime Museum, Westport, 
WA. 

• Thursday, September 2, 2010, at 
Guin Library Seminar Room, Hatfield 
Marine Science Center, Newport, OR. 

• Wednesday, September 8, 2010, at 
New Bedford Library, 613 Pleasant 
Street, New Bedford, MA 02740–6203. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Copies of the Draft SSEA are available 
upon request from: Jean McGovern, 
NSF, Division of Ocean Sciences, 4201 
Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22230; 
Telephone: (703) 292–7591. The Draft 
SSEA is also available at the following 

Web site: http://www.nsf.gov/geo/oce/ 
envcomp/index.jsp. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 
Oceanographic research has long relied 
on research vessel cruises (expeditions) 
as the predominate means to make 
direct measurements of the ocean. 
Remote sensing (use of satellites) has 
greatly advanced abilities to measure 
ocean surface characteristics over 
extended periods of time. A major 
advancement for oceanographic 
research methods is the ability to make 
sustained, long-term, and adaptive 
measurements from the surface to the 
ocean bottom. ‘‘Ocean Observatories’’ are 
now being developed to further this 
goal. Building upon recent technology 
advances and lessons learned from 
prototype ocean observatories, NSF’s 
Ocean Sciences Division (OCE) is 
proposing to fund the OOI, an 
interactive, globally distributed and 
integrated infrastructure that will be the 
backbone for the next generation of 
ocean sensors and resulting complex 
ocean studies presently unachievable. 
The OOI reflects a community-wide, 
national and international scientific 
planning effort and is a key NSF 
contribution to the broader effort to 
establish focused national ocean 
observatory capabilities through the 
Integrated Ocean Observing System 
(IOOS). 

The OOI infrastructure would include 
cables, buoys, deployment platforms, 
moorings, junction boxes, electric power 
generation (solar, wind, and/or fuel 
cell,), and two-way communications 
systems. This large-scale infrastructure 
would support sensors located at the sea 
surface, in the water column, and at or 
beneath the seafloor. The OOI would 
also support related elements, such as 
unified project management, data 
dissemination and archiving, modeling 
of oceanographic processes, and 
education and outreach activities 
essential to the long-term success of 
ocean science. It would include the first 
U.S. multi-node cabled observatory; 
fixed and re-locatable coastal arrays 
coupled with mobile assets; and 
advanced buoys for interdisciplinary 
measurements, especially for data 
limited areas of the Southern Ocean and 
other high-latitude locations. 

The OOI design is based upon three 
main technical elements across global, 
regional, and coastal scales. At the 
global and coastal scales, moorings 
would provide locally generated power 
to seafloor and platform instruments 
and sensors and use a satellite link to 
shore and the Internet. Up to four Global 
Scale Nodes (GSN) or buoy sites are 
proposed for ocean sensing in the 
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Eastern Pacific and Atlantic oceans. The 
Regional-Scale Nodes (RSN) off the 
coast of Washington and Oregon would 
consist of seafloor observatories with 
various chemical, biological, and 
geological sensors linked with 
submarine cables to shore that provide 
power and Internet connectivity. 
Coastal-Scale Nodes (CSN) would be 
represented by the fixed Endurance 
Array, consisting of a combination of 
cabled nodes and stand-alone moorings, 
off the coast of Washington and Oregon, 
and the relocatable Pioneer Array off the 
coast of Massachusetts, consisting of a 
suite of stand-alone moorings. In 
addition, there would be an integration 
of mobile assets such as autonomous 
underwater vehicles (AUVS) and/or 
gliders with the GSN, RSN, and CSN 
observatories. 

The Draft SSEA is available upon 
request from: Jean McGovern, NSF, 
Division of Ocean Sciences, 4201 
Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22230; 
Telephone: (703) 292–7591. It is also 
available for electronic public viewing 
at the following Web site: http:// 
www.nsf.gov/geo/oce/envcomp/ 
index.jsp. 

Federal, state, local agencies, Native 
American Tribes and Nations, and 
interested parties are invited to be 
present or represented at the public 
hearings. Written comments can also be 
submitted during the open house 
sessions preceding the public hearings 
or at any time during the 30-day public 
review period of the Draft SSEA. 

Oral statements will be heard and 
transcribed by a stenographer; however, 
to ensure the accuracy of the record, all 
statements should be submitted in 
writing. All statements, both oral and 
written, will become part of the public 
record on the Draft SSEA and will be 
responded to in the Final SSEA. Equal 
weight will be given to both oral and 
written statements. In the interest of 
available time, and to ensure all who 
wish to give an oral statement have the 
opportunity to do so, each speaker’s 
comments will be limited to three (3) 
minutes. If a long statement is to be 
presented, it should be summarized at 
the public hearing with the full text 
submitted either in writing at the 
hearing or mailed to Jean McGovern, 
National Science Foundation, Division 
of Ocean Sciences, 4201 Wilson Blvd., 
Arlington, VA 22230. In addition, 
comments may be submitted via e-mail 
at nepacomments@nsf.gov. 

Dated: August 10, 2010. 
Suzanne H. Plimpton, 
Reports Clearance Officer, National Science 
Foundation. 
[FR Doc. 2010–20107 Filed 8–13–10; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 7555–01–P 

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 

Advisory Committee for Environmental 
Research and Education; Notice of 
Meeting 

In accordance with the Federal 
Advisory Committee Act (Pub. L. 92– 
463, as amended), the National Science 
Foundation announces the following 
meeting: 

Name: Advisory Committee for 
Environmental Research and Education 
(9487). 

Dates: September 8, 2010–September 9, 
2010, 8:30 a.m.–1 p.m. 

Place: Stafford I, Room 1235, National 
Science Foundation, 4201 Wilson Blvd., 
Arlington, Virginia 22230. 

Type of Meeting: Open. 
For Further Information Contact: Melissa 

Lane, National Science Foundation, Suite 
705, 4201 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Virginia 
22230. Phone 703–292–8500. 

Minutes: May be obtained from the contact 
person listed above. 

Purpose of Meeting: To provide advice, 
recommendations, and oversight concerning 
support for environmental research and 
education. 

Agenda 

September 8, 2010 

• Update on recent NSF environmental 
activities. 

• Discussion of Research Centers and 
Networks. 

• Meeting with the Director. 

September 9, 2010 

• Discussion of Better Integrating Social 
and Physical Science Research. 

• Update and Discussion of NSF Science, 
Engineering and Education for Sustainability 
(SEES) Portfolio. 

Dated: August 10, 2010. 
Susanne Bolton, 
Committee Management Officer. 
[FR Doc. 2010–20057 Filed 8–13–10; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE P 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMISSION 

[Docket No. 70–27 EA; ASLBP No. 10–902– 
01–EA–BD01] 

Babcock & Wilcox Nuclear Operations 
Group, Inc.; Establishment of Atomic 
Safety and Licensing Board 

Pursuant to delegation by the 
Commission dated December 29, 1972 

(37 FR 28710), and the Commission’s 
regulations, see 10 CFR 2.106, 2.300, 
2.313(a), and 2.318, notice is hereby 
given that an Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Board (Board) is being 
established to preside over the following 
proceeding: 
Babcock & Wilcox Nuclear Operations 

Group, Inc. (Lynchburg, VA Facility). 
This proceeding concerns an Order 

Imposing Civil Monetary Penalty served 
upon the Licensee, Babcock & Wilcox 
Nuclear Operations Group, Inc., on 
February 23, 2010. Pursuant to a 
Request for Hearing published in the 
Federal Register (74 FR 75 35846) dated 
June 23, 2010, the Licensee, represented 
by Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, 
submitted a Request for Hearing on July 
27, 2010. 

The Board is comprised of the 
following administrative judges: 
Alan S. Rosenthal, Chair, Atomic Safety 

and Licensing Board Panel, U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Washington, DC 20555–0001. 

E. Roy Hawkens, Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Board Panel, U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, Washington, 
DC 20555–0001. 

Nicholas Tsoulfanidis, Atomic Safety 
and Licensing Board Panel, U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Washington, DC 20555–0001. 
All correspondence, documents, and 

other materials shall be filed in 
accordance with the NRC E-Filing Rule, 
which the NRC promulgated in August 
2007 (72 FR 49139). 

Issued at Rockville, Maryland, this 6th day 
of August 2010. 

E. Roy Hawkens, 
Chief Administrative Judge, Atomic Safety 
and Licensing Board Panel. 
[FR Doc. 2010–20171 Filed 8–13–10; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 7590–01–P 

OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT 
CORPORATION 

Sunshine Act; Public Hearing, 
September 9, 2010 

TIME AND DATE: 2 p.m., Thursday, 
September 9, 2010. 
PLACE: Offices of the Corporation, 
Twelfth Floor Board Room, 1100 New 
York Avenue, NW., Washington, DC. 
STATUS: Hearing open to the Public at 
2 p.m. 
PURPOSE: Public Hearing in conjunction 
with each meeting of OPIC’s Board of 
Directors, to afford an opportunity for 
any person to present views regarding 
the activities of the Corporation. 
PROCEDURES:  
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 

Notice of Availability of a Draft Site- 
Specific Environmental Assessment 
and Notice of Public Hearings; 
Correction 

AGENCY: National Science Foundation. 
ACTION: Notice of the availability of a 
Draft Site-Specific Environmental 
Assessment (Draft SSEA) for the Ocean 
Observatories Initiative (OOI), request 
for public comment on the Draft SSEA, 
and notice of public hearings; 
Correction. 

SUMMARY: The National Science 
Foundation (NSF) published a 
document in the Federal Register of 
August 16, 2010, concerning requests 
for public comment on a Draft Site- 
Specific Environmental Assessment for 
the Ocean Observatories Initiative 
(OOI). The document did not include 
the dates and times for the open house 
sessions. 

Correction 
In the Federal Register of August 16, 

2010, in FR Doc. 2010–20107, on page 
50008, in the second column, correct 
the DATES AND ADDRESSES caption to 
read: 
DATES AND ADDRESSES: All hearings will 
start with an open house session from 
7 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. A presentation and 
formal public comment period will be 
held from 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. Public 
hearings will be held on the following 
dates and at the following locations: 

• Wednesday, September 1, 2010, at 
Westport Maritime Museum, Westport, 
WA. 

• Thursday, September 2, 2010, at 
Guin Library Seminar Room, Hatfield 
Marine Science Center, Newport, OR. 

• Wednesday, September 8, 2010 
date, at New Bedford Library, 613 
Pleasant Street, New Bedford, MA 
02740–6203. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Copies of the Draft SSEA are available 
upon request from: Jean McGovern, 
NSF, Division of Ocean Sciences, 4201 
Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22230; 
Telephone: (703) 292–7591. The Draft 
SSEA is also available at the following 
Web site: http://www.nsf.gov/geo/oce/ 
envcomp/index.jsp. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The text 
from the original notice follows: 

The National Science Foundation 
(NSF) gives notice of the availability of 
the Draft SSEA for the OOI, and requests 
public review and comment on the 
document. NSF also provides notice of 
public hearings on the Draft SSEA for 
the OOI. The Division of Ocean 
Sciences in the Directorate for 

Geosciences (GEO/OCE) has prepared a 
Draft SSEA for the OOI, a multi-million 
dollar Major Research Equipment and 
Facilities Construction effort intended 
to put moored and cable infrastructure 
in discrete locations in the coastal and 
global ocean. The Draft SSEA has been 
prepared to assess the potential impacts 
on the human and natural environment 
associated with proposed site-specific 
requirements in the design, installation, 
and operation of the OOI that were 
previously assessed in a 2008 
Programmatic Environmental 
Assessment (PEA) and a 2009 
Supplemental Environmental Report 
(SER). The scope of the environmental 
impact analysis of the SSEA is tiered 
from the previously prepared PEA, 
associated Finding of No Significant 
Impact (FONSI), and SER. It focuses 
only on those activities and the 
associated potential impacts, including 
cumulative impacts, resulting from the 
site-specific installation and operation 
of OOI assets and not previously 
assessed in the PEA and SER. The Draft 
SSEA is available for public comment 
for a 30-day period. Comments may be 
mailed to Jean McGovern, National 
Science Foundation, Division of Ocean 
Sciences, 4201 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, 
VA 22230, or submitted via e-mail at 
nepacomments@nsf.gov. The deadline 
for submitting comments is September 
15, 2010. 

NSF will conduct three public 
hearings to receive oral and written 
comments on the Draft SSEA. Federal, 
state, and local agencies, Native 
American Tribes and Nations, and 
interested individuals are invited to be 
present or represented at the public 
hearings. This notice announces the 
dates and locations of the public 
hearings for this Draft SSEA. An open 
house session will precede the 
scheduled public hearing at each of the 
locations listed below and will allow 
individuals to review the information 
presented in the Draft SSEA. NSF 
representatives will be available during 
the open house sessions to clarify 
information related to the Draft SSEA. 

Oceanographic research has long 
relied on research vessel cruises 
(expeditions) as the predominate means 
to make direct measurements of the 
ocean. Remote sensing (use of satellites) 
has greatly advanced abilities to 
measure ocean surface characteristics 
over extended periods of time. A major 
advancement for oceanographic 
research methods is the ability to make 
sustained, long-term, and adaptive 
measurements from the surface to the 
ocean bottom. ‘‘Ocean Observatories’’ are 
now being developed to further this 
goal. Building upon recent technology 

advances and lessons learned from 
prototype ocean observatories, NSF’s 
Ocean Sciences Division (OCE) is 
proposing to fund the OOI, an 
interactive, globally distributed and 
integrated infrastructure that will be the 
backbone for the next generation of 
ocean sensors and resulting complex 
ocean studies presently unachievable. 
The OOI reflects a community-wide, 
national and international scientific 
planning effort and is a key NSF 
contribution to the broader effort to 
establish focused national ocean 
observatory capabilities through the 
Integrated Ocean Observing System 
(IOOS). 

The OOI infrastructure would include 
cables, buoys, deployment platforms, 
moorings, junction boxes, electric power 
generation (solar, wind, and/or fuel 
cell,), and two-way communications 
systems. This large-scale infrastructure 
would support sensors located at the sea 
surface, in the water column, and at or 
beneath the seafloor. The OOI would 
also support related elements, such as 
unified project management, data 
dissemination and archiving, modeling 
of oceanographic processes, and 
education and outreach activities 
essential to the long-term success of 
ocean science. It would include the first 
U.S. multi-node cabled observatory; 
fixed and re-locatable coastal arrays 
coupled with mobile assets; and 
advanced buoys for interdisciplinary 
measurements, especially for data 
limited areas of the Southern Ocean and 
other high-latitude locations. 

The OOI design is based upon three 
main technical elements across global, 
regional, and coastal scales. At the 
global and coastal scales, moorings 
would provide locally generated power 
to seafloor and platform instruments 
and sensors and use a satellite link to 
shore and the Internet. Up to four Global 
Scale Nodes (GSN) or buoy sites are 
proposed for ocean sensing in the 
Eastern Pacific and Atlantic oceans. The 
Regional-Scale Nodes (RSN) off the 
coast of Washington and Oregon would 
consist of seafloor observatories with 
various chemical, biological, and 
geological sensors linked with 
submarine cables to shore that provide 
power and Internet connectivity. 
Coastal-Scale Nodes (CSN) would be 
represented by the fixed Endurance 
Array, consisting of a combination of 
cabled nodes and stand-alone moorings, 
off the coast of Washington and Oregon, 
and the relocatable Pioneer Array off the 
coast of Massachusetts, consisting of a 
suite of stand-alone moorings. In 
addition, there would be an integration 
of mobile assets such as autonomous 
underwater vehicles (AUVS) and/or 
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gliders with the GSN, RSN, and CSN 
observatories. 

The Draft SSEA is available upon 
request from: Jean McGovern, NSF, 
Division of Ocean Sciences, 4201 
Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22230; 
Telephone: (703) 292–7591. It is also 
available for electronic public viewing 
at the following Web site: http:// 
www.nsf.gov/geo/oce/envcomp/ 
index.jsp. 

Federal, state, local agencies, Native 
American Tribes and Nations, and 
interested parties are invited to be 
present or represented at the public 
hearings. Written comments can also be 
submitted during the open house 
sessions preceding the public hearings 
or at any time during the 30-day public 
review period of the Draft SSEA. 

Oral statements will be heard and 
transcribed by a stenographer; however, 
to ensure the accuracy of the record, all 
statements should be submitted in 
writing. All statements, both oral and 
written, will become part of the public 
record on the Draft SSEA and will be 
responded to in the Final SSEA. Equal 
weight will be given to both oral and 
written statements. In the interest of 
time available time, and to ensure all 
who wish to give an oral statement have 
the opportunity to do so, each speaker’s 
comments will be limited to three (3) 
minutes. If a long statement is to be 
presented, it should be summarized at 
the public hearing with the full text 
submitted either in writing at the 
hearing or mailed to Jean McGovern, 
National Science Foundation, Division 
of Ocean Sciences, 4201 Wilson Blvd., 
Arlington, VA 22230. In addition, 
comments may be submitted via e-mail 
at nepacomments@nsf.gov. 

Dated: August 20, 2010. 
Suzanne H. Plimpton, 
Reports Clearance Officer, National Science 
Foundation. 
[FR Doc. 2010–21154 Filed 8–25–10; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 7555–01–P 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMISSION 

Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards (ACRS); Meeting of the 
ACRS Subcommittee on Regulatory 
Policies and Practices 

The ACRS Subcommittee on 
Regulatory Policies and Practices will 
hold a meeting on September 22, 2010, 
Room T–2B1, 11545 Rockville Pike, 
Rockville, Maryland. 

The entire meeting will be open to 
public attendance. 

The agenda for the subject meeting 
shall be as follows: 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010–8:30 
a.m. Until 5 p.m. 

The Subcommittee will discuss the 
Draft Final Rule to Risk-Informed 
Changes to Loss-of-Coolant Accident 
Technical Requirements. The 
Subcommittee will hear presentations 
by and hold discussions with 
representatives of the NRC staff and 
other interested persons regarding this 
matter. The Subcommittee will gather 
information, analyze relevant issues and 
facts, and formulate proposed positions 
and actions, as appropriate, for 
deliberation by the Full Committee. 

Members of the public desiring to 
provide oral statements and/or written 
comments should notify the Designated 
Federal Official (DFO), Peter Wen 
(telephone 301–415–2832 or e-mail 
Peter.Wen@nrc.gov) five days prior to 
the meeting, if possible, so that 
appropriate arrangements can be made. 
Thirty-five hard copies of each 
presentation or handout should be 
provided to the DFO thirty minutes 
before the meeting. In addition, one 
electronic copy of each presentation 
should be e-mailed to the DFO one day 
before the meeting. If an electronic copy 
cannot be provided within this 
timeframe, presenters should provide 
the DFO with a CD containing each 
presentation at least thirty minutes 
before the meeting. Electronic 
recordings will be permitted only 
during those portions of the meeting 
that are open to the public. Detailed 
procedures for the conduct of and 
participation in ACRS meetings were 
published in the Federal Register on 
October 14, 2009, (74 FR 58268–58269). 

Detailed meeting agendas and meeting 
transcripts are available on the NRC 
Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading- 
rm/doc-collections/acrs. Information 
regarding topics to be discussed, 
changes to the agenda, whether the 
meeting has been canceled or 
rescheduled, and the time allotted to 
present oral statements can be obtained 
from the Web site cited above or by 
contacting the identified DFO. 
Moreover, in view of the possibility that 
the schedule for ACRS meetings may be 
adjusted by the Chairman as necessary 
to facilitate the conduct of the meeting, 
persons planning to attend should check 
with these references if such 
rescheduling would result in a major 
inconvenience. 

Dated: August 19, 2010. 
Cayetano Santos, 
Chief, Reactor Safety Branch A, Advisory 
Committee on Reactor Safeguards. 
[FR Doc. 2010–21262 Filed 8–25–10; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 7590–01–P 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMISSION 

Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards (ACRS) Meeting of the 
ACRS Subcommittee on AP1000 

The ACRS Subcommittee on AP1000 
will hold a meeting on September 20– 
21, 2010, Room T–2B1, 11545 Rockville 
Pike, Rockville, Maryland. 

The entire meeting will be open to 
public attendance, with the exception of 
a portion that may be closed to protect 
unclassified safeguards information or 
information that is proprietary to 
Westinghouse Electric Company and its 
contractors, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 
552b(c)(3) and (4). 

The agenda for the subject meeting 
shall be as follows: 

Monday, September 20, 2010—8:30 
a.m. Until 5 p.m. and Tuesday, 
September 21, 2010, 8:30 a.m.–5 p.m. 

The Subcommittee will discuss 
selected chapters of the Final Safety 
Evaluation Report (FSER) of the 
Revision 17 to AP1000 Design Control 
Document (DCD) Amendment and the 
Combined License Application (COL). 
The Subcommittee will hear 
presentations by and hold discussions 
with representatives of the NRC staff, 
Westinghouse, COL Applicant, and 
other interested persons regarding this 
matter. The Subcommittee will gather 
information, analyze relevant issues and 
facts, and formulate proposed positions 
and actions, as appropriate, for 
deliberation by the Full Committee. 

Members of the public desiring to 
provide oral statements and/or written 
comments should notify the Designated 
Federal Official (DFO), Weidong Wang 
(telephone 301–415–6279 or e-mail 
Weidong.Wang@nrc.gov) five days prior 
to the meeting, if possible, so that 
appropriate arrangements can be made. 
Thirty-five hard copies of each 
presentation or handout should be 
provided to the DFO thirty minutes 
before the meeting. In addition, one 
electronic copy of each presentation 
should be e-mailed to the DFO one day 
before the meeting. If an electronic copy 
cannot be provided within this 
timeframe, presenters should provide 
the DFO with a CD containing each 
presentation at least thirty minutes 
before the meeting. Electronic 
recordings will be permitted only 
during those portions of the meeting 
that are open to the public. Detailed 
procedures for the conduct of and 
participation in ACRS meetings were 
published in the Federal Register on 
October 14, 2009, (74 FR 58268–58269). 
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD 

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA  22230 
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15 September 2010 

MEMORANDUM FOR:  ALL INTERESTED GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, INDIVIDUALS, AND 
ORGANIZATIONS 

FROM:  National Science Foundation (NSF) 
Division of Ocean Sciences 
4201 Wilson Blvd. 
Arlington, VA 

SUBJECT:  Notice of Extension of Comment Period for Draft Site-Specific Environmental Assessment 
(Draft SSEA) 

The National Science Foundation (NSF) gives notice of the extension of the comment period for the Draft SSEA 
to September 30, 2010. As published earlier, the Draft SSEA has been prepared to assess the potential impacts 
on the human and natural environment associated with proposed site-specific requirements in the design, 
installation, and operation of the OOI that were previously assessed in a 2008 Programmatic Environmental 
Assessment (PEA) and a 2009 Supplemental Environmental Report (SER). The scope of the environmental 
impact analysis of the SSEA is tiered from the previously prepared PEA, associated Finding of No Significant 
Impact (FONSI), and SER. It focuses only on those activities and the associated potential impacts, including 
cumulative impacts, resulting from the site-specific installation and operation of OOI assets and not previously 
assessed in the PEA and SER.  
 
The initial comment period for the OOI Draft SSEA was August 9 through September 15, 2010. Due to 
technical difficulties in receipt of email comments from August 9 through August 12, 2010, NSF is extending 
the comment period to September 30, 2010. Comments submitted during the period of August 9 through August 
12, 2010, should be resubmitted to ensure inclusion in the Final SSEA. All written comments must be 
postmarked by September 30, 2010 to ensure they become part of the official record. 
 
Comments may be mailed to Jean McGovern, National Science Foundation, Division of Ocean Sciences, 4201 
Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22230, or submitted via email at nepacomments@nsf.gov. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Jean McGovern, OOI Project Director, NSF 
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Observatory hearing set for Wednesday  
Sunday, August 29, 2010 - 01:01  

BY RACHEL THOMSON 

The Daily World  

WESTPORT -- The National Science Foundation is holding a public hearing about the environmental impacts of some 
proposed ocean observatories off Grays Harbor and Newport, Ore. 

The observatories, also known as "endurance arrays," will consist of buoys connected to mooring gear by a system of 
cables. The observatories will have various tools including sea gliders -- mechanized vehicles that travel from the surface 
to the sea floor -- that collect data and transmit it to scientists in real time that anyone can download from the Internet. 
Three observatories will be placed off Grays Harbor and three more will be placed near Newport, Ore. 

The public hearing is set for 7-9 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 1 at the Westport Maritime Museum. It will give the public a 
chance to learn about the preparation of the project's environmental assessment and address its compliance with the 
National Environmental Policy and Historic Preservation acts. The public will also have the opportunity to comment on the 
assessment. 

Researchers with the project, known as the "Ocean Observatories Initiative," held some scoping meetings in Ocean 
Shores in May to give people an idea of what kind of information could be gathered from the project and ask questions.  

The observatories are a component of the Ocean Observatories Initiative, a cooperative between the National Science 
Foundation and the Consortium for Ocean Leadership, Some $386.4 million in federal funding is being directed at the 
initiative. 

According to the assessment, installation of the observatories' components would begin in 2011 with installation of 
backbone cable. All components would be commissioned, operational and online by 2015. 

Jack Barth, an Oregon State University professor who is one of the researchers for the project and was at the meeting in 
Ocean Shores, said there will also be another observatory placed off the coast of Massachusetts in order to compare 
ocean life on the east coast to that on the west coast. 

A second public hearing is scheduled from 7- 9 p.m. at Sept. 2 at the Guin Library seminar room at the Hatfield Marine 
Science Center in Newport, Ore. Public comment will be accepted until Sept. 15. Written comments can be submitted to: 

Jean McGovern, OOI Program Director, Division of Ocean Sciences, NSF, 4201 Wilson Blvd., Ste. 725, Arlington, VA 
22230 or via e-mail at: nepacomments@nsf.gov.  

The draft Site-Specific Environmental Assessment (Draft SSEA) and supporting materials can be viewed at: 

http://www.nsf.gov/geo/oce/envcomp/ooi/ooi_draft_ssea_august_2010.pdf 

Requests for copies can be made at the above e-mail address or by calling Rick Spaulding at 206-855-4997. 
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Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI) Public Hearing 
 
 
The National Science Foundation (NSF) announces a public hearing on the Draft Site-Specific 
Environmental Assessment (Draft SSEA) to address potential impacts on the marine environment 
from the construction and operation of the Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI), a network of ocean 
infrastructure, mobile platforms, and sensors off the coasts of Grays Harbor, Washington and 
Newport and Pacific City, Oregon. The proposed OOI is an interactive, globally distributed and 
integrated network of cutting-edge technological capabilities for ocean observatories, enabling the 
next generation of complex ocean studies at the coastal, regional, and global scale. The OOI will 
provide air-sea, ocean, and seafloor data to anyone with access to the Web in near real-time. Further 
information on the OOI can be found at http://oceanobservatories.org/. The Draft SSEA can be 
accessed at http://www.nsf.gov/geo/oce/envcomp/ under “Ocean Observatories Initiative”. 

 
NSF is holding a public hearing on Wednesday, September 1, 2010, 

7-9 pm at the Westport Maritime Museum, Westport, WA 
 

The public hearing will provide information and answer questions about the process being 
implemented during the preparation of the Draft SSEA to address compliance with the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (which 
considers the proposed project’s impact, if any, on National Register-eligible historic properties). 
The public hearing will also allow individuals to provide oral and written comments. If you are 
unable to attend this public hearing, you may submit written comments to: 
 

Rick Spaulding, Project Manager, TEC Inc., 6765 NE Day Rd., Bainbridge Island, WA 98110,  
or via email at rlspaulding@tecinc.com 

or 
Jean McGovern, OOI Program Director, Division of Ocean Sciences, NSF, 4201 Wilson Blvd,  

Ste 725, Arlington, VA 22230,  
or via email at nepacomments@nsf.gov 

 
Comments on the Draft SSEA should be sent to NSF or TEC by September 15, 2010, to ensure that 
your comments are addressed in the preparation of the Final SSEA.  
 

http://oceanobservatories.org/�
http://www.nsf.gov/geo/oce/envcomp/�
mailto:rlspaulding@tecinc.com�
mailto:nepacomments@nsf.gov�
Spaulding
Text Box
Flyer posted at local marinas and businesses in Westport, WA prior to the public hearing.
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1                       P R O C E E D I N G S

2

3                MR. SPAULDING:  The time is now 7:45.  We are on

4     the record.

5          First, I'd like to thank you all for coming on this

6     glorious evening here in Westport.

7                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Wet port?  I thought I

8     heard you say wet port.

9                MR. SPAULDING:  Yeah.  Westport.

10          Anyway, again, welcome, and I really appreciate you

11     coming out tonight to review the posters, ask questions,

12     hopefully deem some comments.  The purpose of the meetings

13     are to hear your feedback on the Draft Site-Specific

14     Environmental Assessment on the Ocean Observatories

15     Initiative.  It's also to answer your questions on the EA

16     and also some of the siting processes that we are currently

17     involved with in terms of siting the various moorings and

18     other infrastructures associated with the OOI.

19          The posters in the back will be available throughout

20     the rest of the evening.  The evening will be set up --

21     right now we've gone through the 45 minutes or so of going

22     through the posters, asking questions of the experts, the

23     scientists, that sort of thing.  Then I'll do a quick

24     introduction and then Jean McGovern from the National

25     Science Foundation will give a brief overview of the OOI and
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1     the proposed action, what's being proposed off of Washington

2     and Oregon.  And then after that there will be a public

3     comment period, and that will be a time for you, the public,

4     to stand up and give your comments orally if you so desire.

5          And there will be a court stenographer here recording

6     all of your comments.  They will be part of the public

7     record.  If you are not as familiar or as comfortable with

8     giving a public comment orally, there are a number of other

9     options you can use to provide comments.  One would be to

10     fill out a comment form.  They are provided in the back.

11     Fill it out, submit it in the box in the back.  You can also

12     take a comment form, take it home, fill it out and mail it

13     in to us - there's an address - or you can e-mail it to us.

14     The e-mail address is also on the comment form.  So there's

15     a number of different options for you to provide a comment.

16          I sincerely encourage you to make comments.  That's the

17     purpose of these hearings.  We will address all of your

18     comments in the Final EA, so all of the comments will become

19     part of the public record, and each comment will be

20     addressed, and they will be part of the appendix to the EA.

21          A fourth option of submitting comment if you are not

22     comfortable with any of the other options is you can

23     actually sit down with the court reporter and orally give a

24     comment to her individually, and she will record that

25     comment that way.  So there are a number of different
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1     options, whatever you are comfortable with.

2          So during the public comment period, if you have

3     questions -- the public comment period is not a time for you

4     to -- it's not a give-and-take question-and-answer session.

5     If you still have questions, you can go back to the back

6     where the experts will still be milling around at the

7     posters and you can ask questions there.  But the purpose of

8     the comments -- you have three minutes to provide your

9     comments.  After we go through all the speakers that wish to

10     speak, we'll ask if there are any other comments; and if you

11     have more comments, we'll ask you if you want to present

12     three more minutes of comments.  But this is sort of a

13     small, intimate group, so it will be a little bit more

14     informal, so don't worry about the three-minute-time-limit

15     sort of thing.

16          Let's see.  Oh, yeah.  So I'd like to introduce sort of

17     the OOI team and some of the experts that are with us today.

18          My name is Rick Spaulding.  I'm the TEC project

19     manager.  I'm responsible for writing the Environmental

20     Assessment with the help of Oregon State University,

21     University of Washington, National Science Foundation, and

22     Consortium for Ocean Leadership.

23          I would like to have the various members of our team

24     introduce themselves and stand up so that they will be

25     available to answer your questions.
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1                MS. BANAHAN:  I'm Susan Banahan.  I'm the

2     associate director for Ocean Observing Activities for

3     Consortium for Ocean Leadership in Washington, DC.

4                MS. McGOVERN:  Hi.  I'm Jean McGovern, and I'm

5     from the National Science Foundation.  I work in the

6     Division of Ocean Sciences at the Foundation, which is part

7     of the Division of Geosciences.  And then the Geoscience

8     director works for the director of the National Science

9     Foundation.

10          And NSF is a small agency.  Our reason to be is to fund

11     science and science education.  And we typically fund grants

12     and proffer agreements to academic institutions to further

13     the knowledge and discovery in all areas of science.

14                MR. SPAULDING:  Jack?

15                MR. BARTH:  I'm Jack Barth.  I'm a professor of

16     oceanography at OSHU.  I have been working off the coastal

17     ocean of Oregon and Washington for 23 years now.  I know

18     lots of folks out in the Pacific Northwest, so I'm happy to

19     talk with you guys.

20                MR. DEVER:  I'm Ed Dever.  I'm also an

21     oceanography prof at Oregon State University.  I'm another

22     COAS oceanographer.  My role in OOI is systems engineer.

23     You might ask me what a systems engineer is.  I couldn't

24     tell you, but I am familiar with the infrastructure that's

25     going to go off the coast here, its capabilities and siting,
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1     that sort of thing.

2                MR. SPAULDING:  Jennifer?

3                MS. DORTON:  I'm Jennifer Dorton, and I also work

4     with Sue Banahan at the Consortium for Ocean Leadership.

5                MR. SPAULDING:  Laura?

6                MS. MILLER:  I'm Laura Miller.  I am a rep for

7     Tetra Tech in Portland.  And we'll be helping with writing

8     the submittal on some of the permit applications for this

9     project on the West Coast.

10                MR. SPAULDING:  Rhett?

11                MR. REGISTER:  My name is Rhett Register.  I'm a

12     graduate student at Oregon State University, and I'm here

13     just helping out and being a greeter.

14                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Doing a good job.

15                MR. SPAULDING:  Putting our best face forward,

16     yes.

17          One last thing before we begin -- before I introduce

18     Jean is, if you've requested a hard copy or a CD copy of the

19     Final EA, please provide your mailing address.  Your e-mail

20     address is not -- we haven't found a way of shipping

21     something through an e-mail address yet.  So if you would

22     like a hard copy or a physical CD of a document, please

23     provide your mailing address on your way out.  Otherwise, we

24     can provide you the download address and you can download it

25     yourself when the Final EA is ready.  But if you'd like us
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1     to send you a copy, please provide your mailing address.

2          With that, Jean McGovern will give a brief overview of

3     the proposed action for OOI.

4          And Jean?

5                MS. McGOVERN:  Thanks.

6          Well, welcome.  I just want to qualify what a systems

7     engineer is for you.  I just have to.  It's trying to build

8     our moorings to the requirements.  And that's his job.  He's

9     trying to meet the systems requirements, so systems

10     engineer.

11          And you do do it well.

12                MR. DEVER:  Thank you.

13                MS. McGOVERN:  It's always important.

14          This is a series of talks that we've given in the area.

15     In May we gave a science presentation.  Jack and Dr. Delaney

16     from the University of Washington came down to the

17     convention center at Grays Harbor.  I think I recognize a

18     few faces.  And then we came and we did a scoping meeting at

19     Grays Harbor and here and also in Newport in July to try to

20     understand any of the issues that the infrastructure

21     presents.  And so -- but today's talk will take a little

22     different slant because you've heard all of that before.

23          And so what I'm going to try to go over today is talk

24     about all the way from the Hawaiian observatory to what's

25     happening here in the Grays Harbor area.  So, you know, one
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1     would say, "Why are we building an observatory?"  And one

2     can think that the placement of these sensors in the ocean

3     can enable a continuous feed of data from the ocean to

4     citizens, educators and scientists.  Essentially that's what

5     we are trying to do.  We are trying to bring the data from

6     the ocean to individuals, to collective groups of people.

7          And the history of oceanography has largely been an

8     expeditionary science.  I don't think we are going to get

9     away from that.  The Ocean Observatories Initiative is kind

10     of shifting the sands for oceanographers - I think Jack will

11     probably agree with that - in that, you know, the class of

12     oceanography has been expeditionary throughout, to go out

13     and analyze.  And so what we see in OOI is an additional

14     research tool.  We are another platform, I think.  But the

15     primary reason is so that we can bring the data to the

16     shore.

17          We had a science workshop recently in April at

18     Arizona State University.  And they sponsored the workshop.

19     They called it "Oceanography in the Desert."  And they are

20     very excited about the idea of an ocean observatory, because

21     some of their work in communitization of biological sensors

22     is directly applicable to getting onto the (inaudible), so

23     that they can further their science and understanding of

24     biology of the ocean.

25          And so we are hoping that we can bring the ocean and
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1     oceanography to all citizens.  It will be exciting the day

2     we meet the oceanography grad students like Rhett in Kansas.

3     And that will happen.

4          And so new technologies and satellites are providing

5     the ability for new observations and the transfer of data to

6     the Internet.  We all see it exploding in our sight in front

7     of us.  The Internet has changed society in many ways.  And

8     so the miniaturization of sensors, the viability of sensors

9     has, over the last 10, 15 years, kind of caused this

10     nucleation of an observatory idea in the ocean.

11          And I could show you a timeline of literally dozens of

12     reports.  Scientists get together.  They have workshops and

13     they write these reports.  And the reports usually feed on

14     each other, and they often coalesce in some sort of

15     initiative.

16          And so I think Jack's been involved -- how many years,

17     Jack?

18                MR. BARTH:  Getting to be a decade.

19                MS. McGOVERN:  A decade, yeah.  He's been

20     involved for a decade.  I have five years in.  Sue, many

21     more.

22          And so, you know, this new technology's driving.  It's

23     driving the need for observational data, and we believe that

24     the observational data will improve decisions, improve

25     educational opportunities, and improve science for society.
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1     I think we can all understand that the camera that is at the

2     bottom of the ocean during the oil spill in the Gulf, that

3     really helped us all visualize what was going on down there.

4     We do plan on having cameras at the bottom of the ocean as

5     part of this project.  And so I think we can relate to

6     what's happened in recent news and how this idea can help

7     science.

8          So what OOI proposes to do is we propose to place

9     sensors at scientifically significant and important

10     locations.  I think this was presented before, but I'd like

11     to reiterate that scientists work -- Jack has been involved

12     in scoping this project for a dozen years.  And so the

13     Grays Harbor area and the area off the coast of Oregon and

14     all the other areas that you'll see and I'll present later,

15     there were literally hundreds of hours of meetings between

16     scientists to try to understand where are the most important

17     places in the country.  It's a huge ocean.  We have a large

18     shoreline in this country, and this area was selected as one

19     of the most significant.  And I think Jack has given a lot

20     of talks on hypoxia, coastal ecosystem health, and we can

21     really see this is why an ocean observatory has been

22     coalesced.

23          So here is our design elements (indicating projected

24     slide).  If you look, these just look like dots on maps, for

25     sure, but the idea of the ocean observatory is that it's
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1     multi-scaled.  There's a global component to it.  Those are

2     the four high-latitude locations:  Station Papa on the left

3     in the Gulf of Alaska, the Irminger Sea, the Argentine

4     Basin, and the Southern Ocean nook.  Talk about some very

5     challenging locations.  I think these will be some of the

6     highest powered and most advanced observatory systems that

7     have ever been recorded at this high of latitudes.  And so

8     that will help us understand much of the science that we

9     want to see at the global level.

10          And then we talk about the regional component.  And,

11     you know, so we look at these different scales and talk

12     about them from the distance away from land mass.  So the

13     regional scale is down what we call the cable component.

14     And you can see that.  Those are those lines with the red

15     squares.  That's going to be off the coast of Oregon.  We

16     are going to be running fiberoptic cable.  And this is maybe

17     an overexaggeration, but it will allow unlimited bandwidth

18     power to the ocean floor in those locations.  So we'll be

19     looking at things like gas hydrates, seismic activity.

20     There will be biogeochemistry aspects to the sensors on a

21     regional scale.

22          And then we come to the coastal scale.  And so we have

23     two observatories that we've funded.  On the East Coast we

24     call it the Pioneer Array.  There the primary driver is to

25     look at the continental shelf and the shelf floor dynamics
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1     that occur right in that region that's called the

2     Mid-Atlantic Bight.  And so that array is designed to move

3     every five to seven years, because what we wanted to try to

4     do is -- because we had trouble prioritizing the science, we

5     are going to try to run a five-year experiment there, and

6     then we are going to look at that and say, "Is it

7     statistically sound?  Should we move it further down to

8     North Carolina?  Should we move it to the Gulf of Florida?"

9     So we are going to try to keep redeploying that array.

10          And then there's the Grays Harbor Line.  And that's

11     where I'm going to zero in right now in the next slide.  But

12     what I really want to say is probably what gets overlooked

13     the most but is probably the most transformative aspect of

14     this project is the cyber infrastructure.  The fact that we

15     are going to have a computing system -- NSF calls it a cyber

16     infrastructure.  But the computing system is to collect all

17     this data.  And the data is going to come in by satellite.

18     Some of it is going to come in by data loggers that have to

19     be retrieved and then put into the system.  And so these are

20     the meetings where you also have a culture of, there is

21     software people trying to work with oceanographers, and how

22     am I going to get my data -- how are we going to get it to

23     the Internet and make sure that everybody that wants to get

24     on it is going to be able to, in a screen design that's

25     sensible for teachers, for scientists, and for citizens.  So
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1     that's no small challenge.  And I think in the end

2     sometimes I wonder what's more of a challenge, the

3     sociological challenge of getting computing systems to work

4     or the challenge that the marine environment provides us.

5          So I'm going to zero in on the Endurance Array and the

6     Grays Harbor Line, because I think that's why we are here.

7     This is a somewhat regional public hearing.

8          And so the Endurance Array, as you can see, we called

9     it the Grays Harbor or Central Washington Line and the

10     Newport Line.  The yellow dots are the three moorings in

11     Grays Harbor.  The 25-year, 80 meter, 500 meter, we call

12     them - alright, Guys - Inshore, Shelf, and Offshore, yeah.

13     You will see those two designations.  I always do it by

14     meters, which I'm trying to rephrase to fathoms.

15          And then in the Newport Line, what's very fun at the

16     Newport Line is we are going to try to hook the coastal

17     moorings up to the fiberoptic cable.  And so again, that's

18     going to be very innovative and new for ocean science.

19          So one other thing that we are going to do is, see this

20     little yellow -- they look like little yellow airplanes.

21     Those are called gliders.  Jack is our resident glider

22     expert at OSU.

23          How many do you have in your fleet?

24                MR. BARTH:  Nine.

25                MS. McGOVERN:  Nine.  He has a fleet of nine.
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1     And they even have pilots, you know, and the whole attitude

2     that pilots have.  I find that to be interesting.

3          And so we will be trying to enable not just the

4     long-term time series data that these moorings are going to

5     provide us but will also enable these gliders to extend that

6     reach.

7          And Jack can talk to you a little bit more about that

8     at the posters if you are interested.  But it's quite

9     fascinating.  They come up and then the satellite -- they

10     carry sensor payloads and then they phone home and then Jack

11     can tell them to come home or do whatever they want to do.

12          I always get a kick about the story where he had a

13     fisherman find one one time, and he had his phone number on

14     it and OSU logo.  So then they called Jack, and Jack said,

15     "Just put it back in the water.  They are doing what it is

16     supposed to do.  It came up to transmit its data."  When

17     they went to grab it a few months later someone wrote, "Go

18     Ducks" on it.  I thought that was funny.

19          I think maybe I'm setting you up for a lot more ducks.

20                MR. BARTH:  Yeah.

21                MS. McGOVERN:  But, anyway, it's very exciting.

22          So now we are going into a deeper dive off those yellow

23     dots.  The yellow dots, 25, 80, 100, are now here, and this

24     is what those yellow dots look like up close.  And so the

25     idea is to look at the full water column.  And water column
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1     being from the ocean floor up to the air surface interface.

2     And the idea with the gliders, as you can see, is we are

3     hoping to resolve the cross-shelf resolution both at the

4     moorings and the gliders.  The surface buoys are really for

5     communication and winds.  And the benefit platforms, the

6     BEPs - we call those benefit platforms - those are platforms

7     where sensors will be located right on the platforms, as

8     well.

9          Let's see.  The 25-year inshore, we have some

10     description there so you can understand why we want to have

11     one there.  We want to look at the length of the near shore.

12     We want to look at buoyancy-driven flows.  That's one of the

13     reasons we are really trying to do that challenging mooring.

14     And I look forward to -- we did one prototype testing.  I

15     look forward to our next one.

16          And then the 80-millimeter shelf, we are really looking

17     for upwelling jets.  That's why we want a sand bottom there.

18     And one of the key issues for this area is hypoxia.  Jack

19     has been studying that for a long time.  We also want to

20     look at wind stress curl.

21          Offshore we want to look at boundary mixing, vertical

22     migration, and poleward undercurrents.  These are reasons

23     why these locations were selected.

24                MR. DEVER:  Just to translate again.  You were

25     asking me...
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1                MS. McGOVERN:  Sure.

2                MR. DEVER:  So 25 meters is 14 fathoms, 44

3     fathoms is the 80 meters, and 273 or something like that is

4     the 500.

5                MS. McGOVERN:  That's right.

6          All right.  Here we are at 80 meters, 44 fathoms.

7     There you go.  I had them put it in right after dinner.

8          So what we are trying to show here -- this is a new

9     slide.  So we zeroed in on the 44-fathom shelf mooring.  And

10     these are the suites of sensors and the data that will be

11     available.  There will be wind and sunlight sensors.  There

12     will be wave and wave height.  We'll have carbon dioxide

13     measurements, turb. validity, carbon dioxide, nitrates.  I

14     mean, you can go down the list:  underwater (inaudible),

15     chlorophyl, organic matter, pH, hydrophones, cameras with

16     strobes and acoustic (inaudible) sensors, and turbulent

17     point velocity.  (See slide for list of inaudible items.)

18     That will be all of the data that will be available from

19     just that one mooring.

20          So if you start looking at all of the yellow dots and

21     then you start thinking about all of that data, we have

22     about -- it's almost 800 sensors in the entire observatory.

23                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  What's going to prevent

24     someone from dropping a crab pot right on it?  They fish in

25     that area.
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1                MS. McGOVERN:  Right.  So I think that's a

2     comment that we are going to have to address, there's no

3     question.

4          So...  Here it is.  What we are going to try to do

5     right now is take a deep dive into one sensor so you can get

6     an idea of the time-series relationship.

7          This is an acoustic sensor for the zooplankton.  In a

8     24-hour time frame, I assume people would sort of realize

9     which is night and which is day.  You can see the activity.

10     This is one time slice of one sensor, okay, in one day.

11     Okay.

12          So here are multiple time slices from that one sensor,

13     multiple days.  And so we can begin to see patterns when we

14     correlate to that other data that we are collecting at the

15     same time.

16          Here is what we will see if we have all the time-series

17     data.

18          And so Jack, if you want to expand.

19                MR. BARTH:  So you can see daily cycles, and

20     throughout the week's worth of data you can see a different

21     kind of pattern related to the wind.  This is a month and

22     then the next one is half a year.  So the idea is to

23     constantly get this, not just one snapshot.  So you guys can

24     access this and see what's moving through the water column.

25                MR. DEVER:  So to be clear, what we are looking
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1     at there, it's a single-frequency acoustic backscatter

2     sensor that's measuring backscatter of a certain size class.

3     And my guess is it's probably something that's corresponding

4     to the thousands or something like that --

5                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Are you going to talk

6     English?

7                MR. DEVER:  So krill.

8                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Thank you.

9                MR. DEVER:  So they are coming up in the middle

10     of the night --

11                MR. BARTH:  Sound bouncing off the krill.

12                MR. DEVER:  Sound bouncing off it.  They are

13     coming up in the middle of the night - so you can see that's

14     the yellow - and they are diving down.

15                MS. McGOVERN:  So to sort of go back, that's a

16     deep dive into one sensor on one of the moorings.  So when

17     you start to think about all the moorings and all the data

18     all being correlated on the Internet available to everyone,

19     you can start to see how -- the excited opinions about

20     what's going on, some interesting things that we can study,

21     examine and conclude.

22                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I imagine you can probably

23     tell with the satellite picture -- examine the cloud cover

24     during the day.

25                MS. McGOVERN:  Yeah.  That's exciting, too, to
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1     think about the other types of things we can look at.

2          So this is the proposed installation schedule.  So if

3     you find the word "Endurance" and you look for where

4     Washington is, the Washington line is -- when we look at

5     what we are proposing, that's the thing that we are going to

6     deploy last, okay, for a lot of reasons.  It's a challenging

7     environment.  And so it's also the reason -- it gives us the

8     luxury to continue to work all the way up to the time that

9     we deploy, to try to work together with all stakeholders and

10     all parties to determine the best site for these moorings.

11          There's the four global sites.  We are deploying

12     Argentine first and then, let's see, Irminger and

13     Station Papa are at about the same time, Southern Ocean.

14          What Endurance will do is, once we do get our gliders

15     in, that's a (inaudible) right now.  And so -- which we are

16     excited because our university base is getting a lot

17     healthier.  I believe we will be running six at one time.

18          What's the current count, Jack, 24?  Currently 24

19     gliders?

20                MR. BARTH:  Mm-hmm, for the whole coastal.

21     Twelve on the West Coast; 12 on the East Coast.

22                MS. McGOVERN:  Yeah.  And nine gliders.  How many

23     years did you buy nine gliders in?

24                MR. BARTH:  It took about nine years.

25                MS. McGOVERN:  Nine years.  Great.  And now we
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1     are going to buy 24.  So it's pretty exciting to think about

2     what we are going to be using them for.

3          And then the Oregon line -- the thing that's going in

4     right now is the submarine cable.  L-3 MariPro in

5     Santa Barbara, California, they were awarded the contract

6     for running the cable.  And all the work to try to

7     understand the symmetry and the cable line is going on right

8     now.  So pretty exciting.

9          All right.  Now we are going to go to charts.  And they

10     are in fathoms, but you can't see these very well.  These

11     are the same exact charts that are in the posters.  But what

12     we did with respect to siting, when we first had

13     conversations with people like Ray and Doug and others, our

14     first approach was, "Yep, see those green dots?  That is

15     where we want to be."  And then we quickly realized that

16     that was the wrong approach.  It didn't take too long to

17     realize that.  I think it took me about three minutes on a

18     phone call one afternoon in May or June.

19          And so we heard what you had to say.  We heard that we

20     can't really just pick a spot because there's so much other

21     activity going on with the variety of fishing associations.

22     And so what this draft EA did was -- to try to address that

23     comment was we went to Jack and his scientists and said,

24     "You know, we can't just pick one spot.  Where is the area

25     -- if you want to study the things like ocean solidification
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1     and carbon cycling and hypoxia and such, where are the areas

2     that you can still work and still be scientifically

3     significant?"

4          And so they drew the pink boxes -- or tan boxes,

5     whatever color they are there.  And so this proposed round

6     of the Draft Site-Specific EA proposes this siting approach,

7     which is to, you know, analyze these areas and then sign

8     ourselves up to work with all of the communities to figure

9     out where in that area makes the most sense.  And that's not

10     just with the stakeholders here but also the Quinault.

11     We've had conversations with them about this, as well.  And

12     they had the same reaction, which was, you know, the green

13     dot was dead on arrival.  That's basically what was said.

14          So now we are just zooming in on the mooring closest to

15     shore.  This is sort of where we are talking about, this

16     area.  And then in the middle shelf mooring --

17          What are you guys calling it again?

18                MR. BARTH:  Shelf mooring.

19                MS. McGOVERN:  Shelf mooring.  That's the box.

20     And for the offshore mooring, we looked at this box.

21          And there's a reason for this box, Jack.  Is there --

22     you know, the fact that you skewed it so much

23     longitudinally.

24                MR. BARTH:  Because of Grays Canyon.  We want to

25     have it on certain depth contours.  So it just aligns with
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1     that depth contour, 270 fathoms or so.

2                MS. McGOVERN:  So one of the things we did --

3     Bob Collier, who is also from OSU, through his conversations

4     with Doug and Ray and others, we worked and said, "What kind

5     of soil conditions do we really need?"

6          Ed, our systems engineer, he knew what kind of soil

7     conditions we needed, but we didn't really correlate that

8     very well when we picked the green dots necessarily.  So

9     we've got now what type of soil condition requirements we

10     want, and we've got these boxes, and so it's a place to

11     start conversation.

12          And that's what I was going to present to you in terms

13     of what we are deploying and why we are deploying it.

14          I invite you to continue our conversation around the

15     posters because I think we can answer more specific

16     questions and be more effective.

17          I thank you for your time.  And I want to thank

18     everybody.  You keep showing up.  I appreciate that.  And we

19     hope to make that commitment to always show up when you ask

20     us to.

21                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  So what soil conditions do

22     you want?

23                MS. McGOVERN:  Are you going to pull out your

24     chart, Ed?

25                MR. DEVER:  Essentially we are just looking for
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1     soft spots, in terms of the equipment that we need to deploy

2     and --

3                                 (Interruption by court reporter

4                                  to have speaker stand up.)

5                MR. DEVER:  The equipment that we deploy and

6     recover we want to be deploying and recovering it on a

7     relatively soft bottom with a relatively shallow slope.  So

8     a rocky bottom or steep slope is something that we want to

9     stay away from, essentially for reasons of trying to

10     preserve the equipment.

11                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  So out there on that deep

12     one, you wouldn't want a steep slope; you want to find a

13     plateau out there?

14                MR. DEVER:  Yeah, if you notice the way that that

15     box is -- and I don't know if you want to click back to that

16     box.  The way that that box is kind of oriented, it's over

17     an area where the contours are relatively wide, far apart,

18     as opposed to if you look just inshore of that, to the

19     southeast, you can see some real steep contours, and we try

20     to stay away from something like that.

21                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Is there one reason why

22     you picked the green dot to start with in the whole area?

23                MR. DEVER:  Really, no.  We needed a place to

24     start.  We knew that the green dot kind of met our

25     scientific and engineering constraints for the mooring, and
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1     that was where we wanted.  We figured that was a good place

2     to start the conversation.  And in retrospect, maybe that

3     was a bad idea to pick that.  We should have started with

4     the box.  We are learning.

5                MS. McGOVERN:  Yeah, we talk.

6                MR. BARTH:  Another science reason is the flow

7     comes along that short -- the slope there, is we don't want

8     to be tucked inside a corner where we won't see the flow.

9     So we don't want to be too far into that canyon.

10                MR. SPAULDING:  With that, we'd like to move on

11     to the actual public comments.  Right now only one person is

12     signed up to give a public comment, and that is Ray Toste.

13     And if you'd like to step forward, you can either stay at

14     your seat and make a comment there or you can come up to the

15     lectern, and the court reporter will be recording your

16     comments.  After Ray speaks, I'll ask if anybody else would

17     like to speak and then we'll go from there.

18          So Ray?

19                MR. TOSTE:  I suppose my number one concern

20     representing the crabbers is the crab industry.  I also

21     shrimp.  I also fish all four states on the West Coast.

22     Three sons, yada, yada.

23          All this is very important.  It was the speed that this

24     showed up.  There was a notice.  There was a telephone call.

25     There was this package when I got home in the mail.
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1          The one in 13 fathoms really concerns me.  I think if

2     you moved it up eight miles from Point Chehalis you would

3     find out that it would then concern Quinault, who right now

4     thinks it's a great thing in a great spot.  They do not

5     fish, even though they are U&A, which is going to be

6     contested shortly, runs from Point Chehalis to, I'm not

7     quite sure where.  They have SMA, special management ethics.

8     That area of the south end is seven miles above

9     Point Chehalis.  So when they go fishing a month to six

10     weeks ahead of us, they are not in that area from

11     Point Chehalis north seven miles.  And it appears that green

12     dot is south of that seven miles.  If it was at nine miles,

13     you would have a tough time putting it there.  Right now it

14     appears to them, in their shoes, to be in a good spot.

15          Thirteen fathom is heavily, heavily crab, and the

16     weather there is vicious beyond belief.  Gear not only

17     sticks there, gear moves there.

18          Two years ago we had what we call here on this coast a

19     typhoon, which would be a hurricane on the East Coast.  We

20     don't know how hard it blew.  We knew the wind gauge in

21     Naselle went away at 160 miles an hour.  So we know it got

22     that high.  I see real problems there with crab gear.  But

23     the area to the north of us, that SMA is not fished nearly

24     as hard - tribal SMA - as the non-tribal areas, where we are

25     228 boats and they are about, I think, 23 boats.  This is
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1     not badmouthing anybody.  It's just not huge amounts.

2          There are areas to the north of us that are not near as

3     crab conducive once you get above Destruction Island.  There

4     is crab up there, but it's only two out of every 10 years.

5          I don't know how many fathom that red line is, what we

6     call the red line, the south side, the buoy line.  I'm

7     looking at that and thinking maybe in between those, because

8     nobody -- even though we get really close to that fishing,

9     that's something we want no part of for crab gear.  We would

10     lose everything.  We are very careful.  Super careful.

11          Is that in that 14 fathom?  Because I don't think the

12     green dot is very far away from the red line, and you've got

13     soft bottom there.  You take that green line right there and

14     bring it right straight down and I do believe -- are we

15     looking at 18 fathom there?

16                MS. McGOVERN:  Between 18 and 14.

17                MR. TOSTE:  I think if you could run that chart

18     up a ways, you would find that on that red line.

19                MR. BARTH:  Just a point of clarification.

20          Is that the Navy area on the red line you are talking

21     about?

22                MR. TOSTE:  What?

23                MR. BARTH:  Could you point at the red line?

24                MR. TOSTE:  The red line is transportation.

25                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  He's talking about the red
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1     buoy line coming into the harbor.

2                MR. BARTH:  Okay.  Thank you.

3                MS. McGOVERN:  Here, you do it.  (Handing laser

4     light to Mr. Toste.)

5                MR. TOSTE:  If you have a ship and you are coming

6     in and you are going to come in the south side, you go right

7     along there.  That is navigational buoys known as the red

8     line.  These over here that are marked red are the green

9     line.  They should be green.  So as you come in, red on the

10     right when returning.  So when you are going out it's vice

11     versa.  Somewhere in here I'm sure there's 13, 14 fathom.

12          Tribal ground starts right here, Point Chehalis.

13     That's known as the U&A, the usual and accustomed.  But they

14     don't crab.  When they start six weeks before us, they start

15     up here somewhere, seven miles above there.  That's because

16     the fisheries management is not going to allow the tribe

17     from here to take all the easy pickings -- all the easy

18     pickings six weeks ahead of us.  We have to have some for

19     our small boats.

20          So move it up eight miles and you will no doubt still

21     have debate amongst us guys, but you will really have it up

22     there.  Less fish up there.  Eighty percent of the

23     Washington coast in the crab fishery belongs to the tribes.

24     We have 20 percent.  We've lost more crab to the tribes than

25     what's even close to being lost in the Gulf oil spill.  So
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1     you can tell our concern when something like this could

2     upset several boats and gear.

3          Now, the first thing I saw the first time was a big

4     box.  Now, one buoy is put in.  I heard from Quinault:  Oh,

5     it's great, wonderful, one buoy, (inaudible), yada, yada,

6     yada.  Well, it's not in his back yard.  That's number one.

7     And if it is that, then we are probably not quite as upset

8     about it.  But if it was where I first saw this big box,

9     where you can't get anywheres near it...  And it's not that

10     we don't trust people -- yeah, it is.  We don't trust them.

11                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  We've learned not to.

12                MR. TOSTE:  We have learned.

13          You think of a big box and all of a sudden you can't go

14     there, it would kind of be like some of these (inaudible)

15     gas chambers:  You can't get anywheres near them for one

16     activity or another.  So that's kind of what we've got.  And

17     it is a concern.

18          I think more -- we are not trying -- it's not that we

19     are against everything new or modern or change.  We know

20     things have to go on.  But that spot, that's a nasty one,

21     folks.  You are going to play (inaudible), would be my

22     opinion.  Get a bunch of crab gear wrapped around it, and

23     you are going to have a problem; not as much if you were on

24     that red line, I don't believe.

25          Now, Doug crabs.  Mike crabs.
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1          Mike, you may want to side in here a little bit.

2          That one out at 40 fathom, I think I'd like to see it

3     on the rock pile, but I'm pretty sure Cedergreen over here

4     will chase me right out of the building.

5                MR. CEDERGREEN:  I'd never chase you anywhere.

6                MR. TOSTE:  Now that you've got a new hip you

7     might catch me.

8          So there's going to be differences of opinions there.

9          The shrimpers work from about -- realistically, I've

10     been in the 42 fathom and caught shrimp.  They realistically

11     work from about 55 fathom out to what we call the slope,

12     which is different from what you call the slope.  And that's

13     where we get out in the deep 80s and 90s, where it really

14     falls off.  We work that (inaudible).  And they work out

15     there.  There is quite a bit of difference.  It's not a big

16     thing picking up anchors.  They can tow around.

17     (Inaudible.)  Besides, I don't shrimp anymore.

18          That's kind of where we look at it.  I think if you had

19     a meeting that addresses the entire coalition of ocean

20     fishermen, which Bill was the president of...  Doug and I

21     and Bill and a couple others kicked that off the ground

22     quite a few years ago.  What does it look like (inaudible),

23     I have no idea.

24                MR. SPAULDING:  See, that's this whole process,

25     is to bring you into the fold and get your comments on this
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1     so we can continue working.  It doesn't mean that there's

2     going to be a right answer for every involved party.  And

3     there's been some discussions tonight about doing some post

4     meetings and some discussions, and that's part of this whole

5     process.  It doesn't end with this Environmental Assessment;

6     the process continues.  We are looking at all stakeholders.

7          One of the important things to keep in mind is, even

8     though we are right now in 2010, we are looking at 2014.  So

9     we have some time to work this out, to work with you, to

10     work with all the interested parties, whether it be the

11     Quinaults or the non-tribal fishermen.

12                MR. TOSTE:  And we have a process called

13     Ocean Policy, which we put together in the state of

14     Washington last year to try to get a jump on national ocean

15     policy.  Several of us in this room were there, gave

16     testimonies and helped build it to an extent and number one

17     priority is (inaudible).

18                                 (Interruption by court reporter

19                                  to have speaker stand up.)

20                MR. TOSTE:  Number one priority, according to

21     Ocean Policy in the state of Washington, is the user groups.

22     And the first user group on that list, whether it's

23     alphabetical or just put there, is the fishing industry.

24          So there is a process we need to work through.  It's

25     not just in this room.  We are going to have to work with
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1     the County and the State and the governor's office.  So we

2     know there's a process at work.

3                MS. McGOVERN:  So Ray, one of the things that I

4     didn't present to you that I want you to know about, as I

5     was listening to you, we plan to do direct replacements of

6     the entire infrastructure, because a lot of the sensors have

7     bio fathom issues.

8                MR. TOSTE:  They have what?

9                MS. McGOVERN:  Bio fathom.  You know, they are

10     going to get junked up, essentially.  So we plan to do a

11     direct replacement of the entire buoy mooring system every

12     six months.

13          So as I sit here and I listen, I think -- the

14     conversation is going to continue, because we are pretty new

15     at this, and we are planning on having a 25-year

16     observatory.  And so if you look at a buoy doing 50 turns...

17     And so it's going to be a continued conversation, not just

18     November 16th or, you know, for 2014.  I think we are going

19     to have maintenance cruises.  We'll have problems, you know.

20     And so I think that the conversation is going to be a

21     long-term relationship.  So we need to sort of think about

22     that.

23                MR. TOSTE:  Some questions.  When I first saw

24     this big box, this big area, what is it really going to look

25     like?  Is it going to look like the ocean water -- from what
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1     Quinault told me it's going to look like, an anchor, a buoy

2     line (inaudible)?  That's it?

3                MS. McGOVERN:  That's it.

4                MR. TOSTE:  And there is going to be no area

5     cordoned off?  And if so, how big?

6                MR. SPAULDING:  We are working on the watch

7     circles or buffer zones in terms of alerting you to where a

8     mooring may be and, you know, in terms of what would be the

9     safeguard to avoid a certain area where the infrastructure

10     -- the on-the-bottom infrastructure or the mooring itself

11     and how it would move.  We would give you warning to avoid

12     those certain areas.

13          As far as restricted fishing, we have to work -- that's

14     part of the process, is to work out where -- that's why we

15     are trying to work out the locations to avoid and minimize

16     impacts to you now so that there will be less impacts later

17     on, when the actual mooring gets put into place.  So it's

18     part of the long process.

19                MR. TOSTE:  We have a buoy outside of

20     Grays Harbor a ways.  Excuse me.

21          Mike, how deep is the rider -- wave rider?

22                MR. BALDIN:  About 22 feet.

23                MR. TOSTE:  Wave rider buoy.  All it really does

24     is swell ride.  But it's not going to be a bother, I don't

25     believe.  It takes up very little area.  It's the crab pots
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1     that are moving in a big storm is the problem.  Nobody is

2     going to want to set anywhere near you.  They are going to

3     get most of the crab, but they are going to use judgment.

4     No one wants to lose gear.  It's when gear starts to move.

5     And if that buoy starts to move...

6          One of the buoys off of Newport, Oregon year before

7     last ended up in the mooring adjacent to Ilwaco, Washington,

8     clear up to the Columbia River and then went on.  So there's

9     some things to consider.

10                MR. SPAULDING:  The ocean is a very hostile

11     environment, that's for sure.

12                MR. TOSTE:  That is a hostile spot, 13 fathom.

13                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Did I understand you to

14     say that the data is going to be transmitted to shore by

15     fiberoptic cable?

16                MS. McGOVERN:  Yeah, let me show you where that's

17     going to happen.  That's going to happen down by Newport,

18     Oregon.  There's a poster that shows it a little bit better.

19          Do you want to bring that up, Rick?

20                MR. SPAULDING:  Yes.

21                MS. McGOVERN:  So there will be fiberoptic cable.

22                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  For all of them or just

23     the one in Newport?

24                MS. McGOVERN:  Just the one in Newport.

25                MR. SPAULDING:  Here is Grays Harbor.  So the
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1     fiberoptic cable is going to be way down here off of

2     Pacific City.  And most of it is going to be buried anyway.

3          And we are in the same discussions with the Oregon

4     fishing community, too.  As you probably know, they have an

5     Oregon fishermen's cable committee that is involved.  So

6     it's the same conversation.  We are involving the entire

7     fishing community and all other marine users.

8                MR. CEDERGREEN:  The last meeting discussed the

9     target area where the buoy is and the inside would not be as

10     restrictive as the outside one or the center one.  It would

11     be a half mile square area; the outside two, two-tenths of a

12     mile.  Target area to avoid or "no take zone," I call it,

13     around the buoy on the inside, so that's going to be

14     two-tenths of a mile, is the way it was explained to us, on

15     the inside, and a half mile around the mooring in the middle

16     and the outside.

17          Is that correct?  So we have a "no take zone" for

18     two-tenths of a mile all the way around it, or a square box,

19     or how are you going to mark that?

20                MR. BARTH:  It would be a radius from that

21     surface buoy.  It will have a transponder on it.  So point

22     two -- two-tenths in a radius circle around that.

23                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Four-tenths of a mile,

24     then?

25                MR. BARTH:  Yeah.  If you calculate the area - I
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1     was just doing it - it's a tenth of a square mile.

2                MR. CEDERGREEN:  I see.  And outside -- it would

3     be a square mile on the outside?

4                MR. BARTH:  It's point seven square miles.  You

5     take the size of that circle.

6                MR. CEDERGREEN:  I see.  And a circular area or

7     square area?

8                MR. BARTH:  Circle.

9                MR. CEDERGREEN:  How do you mark that?  How are

10     you going to control that?

11                MR. BARTH:  Well, what we've heard from you guys

12     is that the more surface markers we can do the better.

13                MR. CEDERGREEN:  Right.

14                MR. TOSTE:  What?  I didn't hear that.

15                MR. BARTH:  The feedback that we got from you

16     guys is the more surface markers the better, for you guys.

17                MS. McGOVERN:  See, this is a great time to be

18     having all these conversations because -- and I call these

19     things -- we have cartoons right now.  That's what Ed's

20     doing.  He's trying to take these cartoons and make them

21     into reality.  And we all know, when remodeling the

22     bathroom, that's the idea of how it's going to look

23     (inaudible).

24                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  And then you try to flush

25     the toilet.
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1                MS. McGOVERN:  Yeah.  So we are in that mode, and

2     I think that's what (inaudible).

3                MR. SPAULDING:  The thing to keep in mind, too,

4     is the schedule.  I mean, even though it may seem like this

5     is going to drop down on you out of nowhere, there's lots of

6     time to work through this.  That's why we are bringing you

7     in.  It would be premature for us to bring you in earlier,

8     when -- you can see where we are now in terms of planning.

9     We want to formalize things a little more concretely so we

10     can bring something more formal to you so that you can have

11     something more to speak about, like these green dots.

12          Yes?

13                MR. FRICKE:  I don't want to steal some of Ray's

14     thunder, but just a personal experience.

15          Last year I crabbed.  I had 500 pots from that red line

16     that Ray was showing you to the Willapa.  There was a

17     Superbowl Sunday storm.  I happened to be in Hawaii.  When I

18     come back, my crew had quit.  I had over 150 pots right in

19     -- that moved through the red line right in the entrance of

20     the harbor.  I mean, that's the type of thing that you are

21     going to be dealing with, 150 out of my 500.

22          So you can imagine - what? - maybe 10- or 15,000 pots

23     in that area, Ray?

24                MR. TOSTE:  Oh, yeah, at least that.

25                MR. FRICKE:  That's what you are going to be
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1     dealing with.

2          You know, like Ray said, we are not against getting

3     this information.  We just want to make sure that -- shit,

4     that's some of my money out there.  I don't want to see that

5     -- like I said, that one area there, how are you going to

6     prevent a guy from dropping a pot right on it?  Do you think

7     those guys, if they aren't catching crab by that "no take

8     zone," they aren't going to get as close as they possibly

9     can?  Better believe they are.

10                MR. TOSTE:  A "no take zone" for a crabber means

11     that there's no crab.  It doesn't mean that there's

12     something in their way.

13                MR. FRICKE:  We have towboat lanes out here where

14     they are not supposed to lay pots.  Well, they don't if

15     there's no crab there.  But if there's crab there, you can't

16     hardly get through the goddamn thing.  I'm not exaggerating.

17          Ray, am I exaggerating?

18                MR. TOSTE:  Well, no, you're not.

19          When it comes down to the red line again, if they are

20     talking two-tenths of a mile, you eliminate three sides if

21     you are on that red line.  You eliminate the side to the

22     north of it because nobody is going to lay there because of

23     the ships being run.  You wouldn't lay them to the sides

24     that go to the east or to the west because there's buoys on

25     both sides.  The only "no take area" that would be
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1     two-tenths would be straight south of it.  And guys normally

2     give it probably that much automatically just because of the

3     northerly set that we get.  When I say "northerly set," the

4     current out of the south is prevalent here in the

5     wintertime.  So that always takes care of that problem right

6     there.  It literally builds your buffer for you.  Just a

7     thought.

8                MR. SPAULDING:  This is Jack and Ed.  We take

9     this information and we put it into the whole, what the big

10     science picture is, what's needed, and we'll work through

11     it.

12          Yes?

13                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  From the charter boat

14     perspective, we don't fish on the red line for ground fish.

15     And that's the only fishery that we do that's stationary,

16     where you are anchored up on the spot because there aren't

17     any reaches; it's all sandy bottom in there.

18          Up in the upper box on the inside of the near shore, I

19     don't know how many little reefs there might be inside that,

20     but those are, of course, what you are going to avoid, and

21     that's where we fish, so that part is good.  Same thing with

22     midline:  We don't go out there to the canyon.

23          So our major concern would be making sure that wherever

24     you are located you are significantly away from a rocky reef

25     that we would fish on.  And, of course, you want to be away
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1     from a rocky reef.

2          But down in the red line, another advantage you would

3     have down there is that we don't fish there.  The crabbers

4     don't fish just north of it or, as you said, it was covered

5     on three sides.  And you also have a pretty big marker, for

6     instance, number two buoy.

7                MS. McGOVERN:  Just press that red button.

8                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I think that's number two

9     right there, 80 feet.  So if you are close to that, not only

10     are you kind of in an area where nobody is going to go, if

11     everybody knows that it's just south and a little -- maybe a

12     little bit west of number two buoy, they know exactly where

13     it is.

14                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I beg to differ with you

15     about no one going there.  The guys that fish the south

16     side, they fish right up to that buoy line.

17                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I was only repeating what

18     Ray said.

19                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Ray is wrong, then, being

20     a south side fisherman.

21                MR. TOSTE:  I have fished right up to it, too,

22     but I'm taking my chances when I do it.  And I don't fish

23     right below the wave buoy.  I've never laid right directly

24     below it, in line with it.  I've laid close to it.

25                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  The reason you don't want
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1     to get too close to it is because of the tug boats.

2                MR. TOSTE:  Some of the guys fish north of that

3     red line, Mike.  I realize that, too.  They are paying a

4     price.

5                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Actually, south of the

6     line, they crowd right up to the edge of the channel.  You

7     can see the end marker is lined up.

8                MR. FRICKE:  The point is we have to find

9     someplace to put it for the best chance of success and the

10     least interference.

11          I have a statement.  Do you want me to read it?

12                MS. McGOVERN:  Sure.

13                MR. SPAULDING:  Could you state your name first,

14     please?

15                MR. FRICKE:  Douglas Fricke, president of the

16     Washington Troller Association.

17          Any mid water or bottom equipment must have a surface

18     marker to prevent fishermen from entangling their fishing

19     gear in the mid water or bottom equipment.  Strongly suggest

20     a workshop in November of 2000 (sic) with the Coalition of

21     Coastal Fisheries, who represents the major fishing gear

22     types in the area.  Off of Ocean Shores, Washington, the

23     workshop should target how the fishermen can work with the

24     society in placement of the sensors locations.

25          So that will be submitted.
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1                MR. SPAULDING:  Thank you.

2                MR. CEDERGREEN:  I would just say for the record

3     my name is Mark Cedergreen.  I'm the executive director of

4     the West Coast Charter Boat Association.  Our major concern

5     is that these not be sited within, say, a quarter of a mile

6     proximity of a rocky structure or rock pile where we would

7     fish.  And that's our major concern.

8                MR. SPAULDING:  Okay.  Thank you.

9          Anybody else have comments?

10                MR. TOSTE:  Speaking on behalf of the crabbers, I

11     would say we would like to see it on the rock pile.

12                                 (Audience laughter.)

13                MR. CEDERGREEN:  You have proved that statement.

14                MR. TOSTE:  I'm not going to sit here and take

15     that, whether you are chairman of the council.  (Audience

16     laughter.)  We get along well.  We stab each other in the

17     front.

18                MR. SPAULDING:  Thank you very much for all your

19     very, very instructive and thoughtful comments.

20                              (Concluded at 8:45 p.m.)
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NEWPORT, OREGON, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 2010, 7:45 p.m.

MR. SPAULDING: First of all, I want to thank

you for coming to this public hearing tonight for the Oceans

Observatory Initiative. I really appreciate your -- your

time and your effort and your willingness to ask questions

and become more informed about OOI in your local backyard.

The purpose of these hearings is to get your

comments. That's the most important thing. So I want to

stress that there are a number of ways you can submit

comments. You can either submit them in writing. There are

comment sheets in the back. You can leave your comments

here or you can take a comment sheet, fill it out at your

leisure, send it in to us by snail mail. You can scan it

and e-mail it. There's an address -- a snail mail address

and also an e-mail address to submit your comments. Tonight

there is an option for you to submit your comments orally.

You can submit them orally and in written. You can write

your comments down and then read them into the public

record. There is a court stenographer here that will be

recording all of the comments and all of the transactions of

the entire meeting. So that'll be part of the public

record.

All of your comments will be addressed in the

Final Environmental Assessment. Each comment will be
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included in the appendix and we will have a notation of how

that comment was addressed within the Final EA. So keep in

mind that all your comments become part of the public

record. If you also wish to give your comments orally but

not maybe in front of a crowd, you can also sit down with

the court stenographer and present your comments to her

orally and she'll type them in one on one if that's more

convenient for you.

So tonight what we're going to do is I'll

just -- quick introductions and I'm going to introduce Jean

McGovern who is the Program Manager for OOI for the National

Science Foundation, and she will give a quick overview of

what OOI is, the proposed action and how it will be

installed and sort of the -- sort of the science objectives

and what are sort of the neat, gee-whiz type positives that

are going to be coming out of OOI that'll essentially enrich

and enhance the science in the local area and also

throughout the entire network that we're proposing for the

OOI.

First, I'd like to introduce all of the team

members that we have here tonight that will be helping to

answer your questions, a lot of the scientists and some of

the authors of the Environmental Assessment, people that are

working on the permits and some of the -- the whole process

to get this OOI in operation.
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I'd like to start with Cameron. Just, you

know, introduce yourself and your role in the project.

MR. FISHER: Cameron Fisher. I'm with Ecology

& Environment. I work for the -- on behalf of the

University of Washington with permitting at the federal

level and the state level.

MR. ITTIG: My name's Brian Ittig. I work for

the University of Washington on the RSN portion of the

project and I'm a marine operations manager.

MR. COLLIER: And I'm Bob Collier and I work at

Oregon State University. I'm one of the project managers

for the OOI. In particular, myself and members of my team

are focused on the Endurance Array located off of Newport

and off of Grays Harbor, Washington.

MS. SHARP: I'm Lynn Sharp. I work with Tetra

Tech and I'm responsible for the federal and state

permitting for the Endurance Array.

MR. SPAULDING: Ed?

MR. DEVER: I'm Ed Dever and I'm a prof. at

Oregon State University. My role in the Ocean Observatories

Initiative is Systems Engineer. So I'm acting to make sure

that all the pieces and parts of the array work together

pretty well and I'm familiar with a lot of the

infrastructure that's described on these posters.

MR. SPAULDING: Rhett?
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MR. REGISTER: My name is Rhett Register. I'm

a graduate student at Oregon State University and I'm an

intern with Oregon State University and OOI.

MS. BANAHAN: I'm Susan Banahan. I'm the

Associate Director of Ocean Observing at the Consortium for

Ocean Leadership in Washington DC, and we are the

organization that has the cooperative agreement with the

National Science Foundation to manage and operate the ocean

observatory network.

MR. BARTH: I'm Jack Barth and I'm an

oceanographer at Oregon State University. I've been working

off the coast here for about 20 years, and I'm the Project

Scientist on the Endurance Array. We're trying to connect

the science vision to the infrastructure and to the user

community.

MS. DORTON: Hi. I'm Jennifer Dorton and I

work with Susan Banahan with the Consortium for Ocean

Leadership.

MS. McGOVERN: I'm Jean McGovern and I'm the

Program Director for OOI. I work at the National Science

Foundation and I work in the Division of Ocean Sciences in

the Geosciences Directorate who then reports to the National

Science Foundation Director. And I'm very happy to be here

tonight and I'd like to thank you all for taking time out of

your busy lives to come and learn about our project and
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provide us with comments. So I'm going to give a quick

overview of the project so that the -- the objective is to

help inform you about OOI.

First, I want to talk a little bit about the

project team. NSF is the funding agency for the Ocean

Observatories Initiative. This is the largest project in

ocean sciences -- infrastructure project that we have ever

funded and so it's very exciting in the history. We've

funded ships but never sensing and physical oceanography

infrastructure at this level.

And so the awardee is the Consortium for Ocean

Leadership. That's who Susan represents. And we've got

three different -- we call them implementing organizations

and they're organized by scale of the observatory. We have

a multi-scaled observatory. We have -- and the scales run

from geographic length away from where the infrastructure is

to shore. So the coastal and global are the closest and

furthest portions of the observatory.

And Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in

Massachusetts is the lead. OSU, Scripps and Raytheon are

subawardees to Woods Hole. And they're responsible for

this -- the coastal and the global aspects. University of

Washington is working the Regional Scale. Just to sort of

connect, the Regional Scale is the fiber-optic cable on the

ocean floor and that's coming off the coast of Oregon as
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well. And then UC San Diego is doing the

cyberinfrastructure which -- NSF is a fancy way for saying

computer. They're the people who are pulling all the

numbers, all of the data, integrating it and providing it to

the public.

And so -- and then soon to be selected, I think

Sue is working on that imminently, is an education and

public engagement component of the observatory. This is

something that I'm personally very proud of because NSF is

beginning to design the educational infrastructure and build

it at the same time as we're building infrastructure. Often

we build the infrastructure and then do the education and so

it's very nice to see those requirements develop and be

coordinated as part of the project.

So why an ocean observatory? Placement of

powered sensors in the ocean enables a continuous feed of

data from the ocean to citizens, educators and scientists.

We're bringing the data to shore and we're making it

publically available. New technologies and satellites are

permitting us to do things in a different way and transmit

information and observations. And then increased

observational data drives improved decisions, education and

science. And lastly -- this is very important -- OOI

proposes to place sensors at scientifically significant and

important locations.
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The OOI is a project that's been in development

for 15 to 20 years. There's a timeline we have that's

probably as long as two of these posters that has many

workshop reports and National Research Council reports that

were done to help inform the Foundation to coalesce the

scientists and come up with this infrastructure. I think,

Jack, you've been working on it for 12 years, right?

MR. BARTH: Yes.

MS. McGOVERN: And I've got five so between us

all there's quite a few. So the science themes that the

infrastructure will address are ocean atmosphere exchange --

you can read them -- climate variability; turbulent mixing

and biophysical interactions; coastal ocean dynamics and

ecosystem; fluid-rock interactions in the subfloor

biosphere; plate-scale ocean geodynamics.

But we also -- when we were looking at our

sensors and our design, we have an additional focus on ocean

ecosystem health and a lot of coastal ocean ecosystem

health; climate change, carbon cycling and one that seems to

be quite popular is ocean acidification.

This is what the infrastructure looks like. It

mirrors one of the posters we have. Again, this is the

Global Scale. We're deploying high-latitude series of

arrays and I'll show you what those look like in a little

bit. So just sort of suspend the dots. The dots show
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location.

And then on the regional component, we've got

the fiber-optic cable that's coming off -- this is Pacific

City, Oregon, if people -- folks know where that is on 101.

And then we've got two coastal arrays; one we call it the

Endurance Array which is on the West Coast line, Grays

Harbor and the Newport line and then on the East Coast is

the Pioneer Array and that's south of Martha's Vineyard is

one way to notionalize that. And then, of course, we have

fixed and mobile assets. I'll show you what that means.

Those are the gliders and AUVs and interfaces for education.

So, you know, what are those dots? What --

what is in those dots, right? These are what the subsystems

look like. And at the various locations will be a

combination of buoys and powered telemetry, various types to

meet the various objectives that we have at the various

scales. We have sensors. These are the platform

controllers. We've got profilers. This is a wire crawling

profiler. It will have a payload of sensors and it climbs

up and down the water column. And then benthic nodes. You

probably saw some of these pictures. These are at the ocean

floor and carry suites of sensors and then these are the

mobile assets. This is a glider and it works off of

buoyancy, collects water and it basically dives and

recovers. They move fairly slowly. In order to have -- so
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they don't have as much reach because they're not powered

but we do have AUVs that have propulsion and they're powered

and they provide extended reach.

So I'm trying to bring you through all these --

all this infrastructure in a way -- you know, location to

what some of the things look like to when you integrate them

all together, this is the 44-fathom or 80-meter mooring and

this would be off the Oregon line, the Newport line. As you

can see, here's the cable. This dotted line is the cable.

So again, you've got the benthic experiment package. You've

got buoys, telemetry. Here's one of those wire crawling

profilers.

And what this list is, and I'm not really going

to go through everything, but this is the suites of sensors

for this specific infrastructure piece. So this is only one

of those yellow dots. And so when you look at all the dots

and you think of all the various configurations, you can see

that we have a lot of different types of sensors and, um,

the purpose for why we're putting them in the ocean is that

we want to have long-term data sets. Typically,

oceanography's been expeditionary. We go out, we grab

samples and we analyze them. Here the samples will -- the

data will be happening 24 hours a day.

So what I'm going to show you is what does that

mean for one sensor? Okay? We'll take a dive through that.
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And here's what it means. This is an acoustic sensor for

zooplankton and this is like basically the backscatter. It

shows biomass. And so you can see in the time frame -- this

is one time slice of one day of one of those sensors. Okay?

And you can see this behavior of what's going on. Well,

then here is nine days and we can begin to see what happens

over time. The behavior is changing with the biomass.

Here's more data and we can start to integrate across a

month, you know, or a week or two weeks.

And lastly, here's two months, three months of

data. And you can begin to see the patterns of what's

happening with the biomass. And this -- this can be

important for things like krill, watching behavior of what

happens. And so fishermen and scientists and citizens can

look at this data and it's going to be available and for

scientists, we're hoping that experiments will be run where

we look for correlations and such. And so that's -- that's

the importance of the time series of data. One sensor. And

so if you look back, just think of all of this information

that we're going to see. So it's pretty exciting. Very

exciting.

Just to give you another depiction, these are

the numbers of sensors. So if you add this up, it's close

to 800. And this kind of goes from the bottom to the top in

the water column. Maybe we have this a little bit wrong,
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but essentially across all of the different scales. If you

added up all the sensors across, this is what we'll be

deploying and these are the types of sensor distribution.

Okay?

So my next goal is to come local and look at

the northeast Pacific because I'm figuring that's where your

comments would be. So we're going to take a deep dive into

the local infrastructure. You've got Station Papa here,

you've got the Regional Scale and you've got your Newport

line and your Grays Harbor line. Three sites; high power,

high bandwidth for sure and for the Coastal Scale, two

moorings. What's exciting is that on the Newport line, two

of the three moorings will connect up to fiber-optic cable

so that's unprecedented for coastal infrastructure.

So now we're going to go to the cable. This is

a cartoon. You see a lot of cartoons here and these are our

proposed infrastructure. What has to happen now is these

cartoons have to become engineering drawings where we buy

things and then we deploy. And so I think we've all either

built houses or refinished our bathrooms and often these

beautiful lines may not end up being exactly what we end up

deploying with respect to, you know, the linearity of it so

we have to characterize and we're going to talk a little bit

about that.

We've got two areas that I want to talk about
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which is we've got sensors in the Axial area and in the

Hydrate Ridge area. And in the Axial area, this is what the

cartoon of the sensor suite will look like. You know, so

you start adding up all these. Here's our autonomous

underwater vehicle. And Axial Seamount is important because

it's an area of volcanic activity and so the sensor suites

follow the science that each site makes it significant and

interesting.

One thing that I forgot to mention is that

scientists worked for a long time to figure out where to

deploy this infrastructure. There were a lot of really hard

decisions to be made because, you know, the United States

has a lot of coastline. And so through the years, this area

was vetted through much peer review and scientific review as

the spot where the infrastructure would be located and a lot

because of the interesting science and, of course, we'll get

into that a little bit with the Endurance Array.

Hydrate Ridge, this is interesting because of

gas hydrates and carbon. Carbon -- studies of carbon coming

from the ocean floor and through the ecosystem. So these

are the different types of sensors that you'll see there.

Some seismometers as well.

And next, what I'm going to talk -- have

someone present here is Brian Ittig's going to get up and

he's going to talk about we've recently been doing some work
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to survey where this cable will be located. And so I'll let

Brian talk. And right there. Press there. If you want

this, it's right here.

MR. ITTIG: Thanks, Jean.

MS. McGOVERN: You're welcome.

MR. ITTIG: So good evening. As mentioned, I

just want to provide an update of what we've done so far to

actually place -- identify areas to place the submarine

cable for the RSN component of the program. Back in early

April, we mobilized a survey vessel out of Seattle,

Washington. The survey vessel was the Mt. Mitchell which is

a 231-foot hydro -- hydrographic vessel. It mobilized and

left the Seattle area on April 1st.

It completed -- we did two types of survey

operations. We did a marine geophysical survey which

included a telemetry data, sub-bottom and side scan data,

and then we did a burial assessment survey of the route that

was identified. The survey started on April 1st, completed

May 31st including the small boat survey which the small

boat survey filled in the data between the shore and about

20 meters of water, 23 meters of water. So the Mt. Mitchell

got as close as it could to the shore and we had a smaller

vessel come in and complete the data set.

So the range -- for the geophysical survey, we

completed approximately a little more than 900 kilometers of
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linear submarine cable length, and for the burial assessment

survey which is only conducted on the piece of the cable

that's going to be buried, we did 31 cores and 79 CPTs.

CPTs are Cone Petrometer Tests. Roughly we did cores every

ten kilometers along the route and the CPTs were

approximately put in every four kilometers between the

cores. The sites were optimized on board so that was just a

general estimate of where they were initially placed.

I should mention 31 cores were connected by a

gravity core and the CPT is a sled that's physically lowered

off the stern of the vessel. When the sled is on the sea

floor, there is a winch and a cone sensor that's literally

pushed into the sea floor and it measures resistivity as

well as sleeve friction as the cone penetrates the sea

floor, not only we attempted two meters to three meters of

penetration of the sea floor to help us identify the type of

sediment that is there.

So the objectives of the route survey, we

conducted a desk-top study which is a -- basically a study

that's done land side to preliminarily identify a cable

route and then the survey is conducted to confirm or amend

that route. So the desk-top study was completed in

February, 2010, and then the route survey commenced early

April to help us identify the route.

So the physical route survey objectives are
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identify hazards -- hazards along the cable route and if

they are identified, we do shift the route and do route

development on board. Hazards, mostly rock outcrops. We

want to try to achieve our target burial wherever we can.

Also, the route survey is to come off the vessel with a

route that can be then cable engineered. We add slack for

installation as well as the cable type.

The cable will be buried at about 1.25 meters

is our target burial depth. That cable will be armored as

well. That's out to roughly 1500 meters of water depth. So

the route survey data is provided to the cable installer to

support the cable installation as well as the data is used

to optimize the cable route candidate for the Environmental

Assessment.

So we just wanted to update where our cable

route currently resides. In this graph it does show areas

that we had developed. In the desk-top study stage, the

idea is to get it off the shelf as quickly as possible into

deep water. Areas here, we did identify areas of rocky

outcrops and that's why we do have some divergence around

our outcrops to identify an area that we believe is --

burial can be achieved.

Again, this is Pacific -- Pacific City where we

land. The cable will be installed through directional drill

pipes off the shore and then the cable's buried out to the
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1500 meter contour. This would be Segment 5 going to Axial

and this would be Segment 1 that comes back down to Hydrate.

And again, this is the cable route coming back into Hydrate

Ridge and again, we're just trying to optimize the route as

we come up the continental shelf. And again, this just

identifies the route entirely for Hydrate Ridge and

Endurance line. And I should note these areas here are the

areas where the primary nodes will be installed. So these

areas here are where the secondary infrastructure, the

sensors will be installed.

MS. McGOVERN: Okay. Thanks. So we went

through the Regional Scale, and now we're going to go

through the West Coast Endurance Array which is the Coastal

Scale. And our proposed array, you've probably seen this

chart out -- out back there, but these yellow airplane

looking items are gliders. And so the gliders will be

running their missions in this area, and the yellow dots in

Grays Harbor are uncabled moorings. The -- you saw one

picture of it early on of the 80 meter. It's the same -- it

was a similar configuration. And then in the Newport line,

the two red dots are the ones that are connected to the

cable. And so there's an uncabled one at 25 meters and then

there's two cabled moorings and that's it.

So here is the 25-meter test mooring. I think

Jack put this slide together. And this is the engineering
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where we're beginning to go from cartoons to the engineering

drawings. It's exciting. And this is what it will look

like and now we'll start to, you know, specify what parts we

would need to purchase. And this is what it would look like

in the ocean.

And we had a test mooring that was installed

off of Newport. That was Ed's prototyping work and it did

have a failure so we learned something in our prototyping

which is always important. And so this is the configuration

from the pilot study and I believe that he's going to be

working down here to correct some issues, right, Ed?

MR. DEVER: Yeah --

MR. McGOVERN: -- a couple?

MR. DEVER: We're going to try to do another

test this winter, similar site with some improved equipment

that we think is going to withstand an Oregon winter.

MS. McGOVERN: So I have to tell this story,

Ed, because you told it so endearingly last night to one of

the fishermen in Westport. We were up in Westport last

evening. So he found the buoy on the shore and I guess you

didn't believe it but then went out in a four-wheel-drive

truck to get the buoy and they couldn't get it on the truck.

So they called Triple A and used Triple A services. And so

I found that very endearing. I didn't even know that. I

heard him telling that story and I was like wow! That's a
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great OOI story. So I was kind of excited about that.

This is the siting of -- so there's being some

work done because of the cabled component of the ocean array

on the other two moorings on the Oregon line and -- but for

the 25-meter mooring, it is uncabled. And so as you'll see

in the Environmental Assessment, what we did was we defined

an area, a region, where we could place this mooring and

still have -- and still achieve our science goals. And the

reason we did that was that we want to work more closely

with the various communities that are impacted in this area

to select the right spot. And so as you'll see in the EA --

in the Site-Specific Draft EA -- did I get that right, Rick?

Okay. That's what's proposed so I wanted to sort of

highlight that in this presentation.

And if you look at the Oregon line, remember I

said so there's the two cabled components. That would be

this one and this one and the 25 meter or the in-shore

component is this configuration. And in these boxes, we're

highlighting the areas that we're interested in looking at.

It's river-driven flows, link to the near shore, waves for

the 25-meter. We're looking at upwelling, jet fronts,

hypoxia, wind variability at the 80-meter shelf and in the

off-shore configuration, we're interested in looking at

undercurrents -- northward undercurrents, shelf-slope

exchange and vertical migration. And what's very exciting
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about these two components is, again, the unlimited power

and bandwidth essentially because they're connected to the

fiber optics and that's unprecedented.

So, again, we go back to this is what is in the

area, sort of a wrap-up of the Regional Scale, the two

lines. And finally, I want to end with this is our proposed

installation schedule. So we'll sort of see -- there's

going to be no test on this. It's like drinking from a fire

hose, and if you have any questions, we can continue at the

sessions.

But our proposed infrastructure and the global

sites are those four dots at the high-latitude locations.

And you can see down here installation, data flow,

commissioning, gliders and AUVs. That's the little logos.

So in the global components, Argentine is scheduled to go

first or proposed to go first -- oops. What happened?

There you go. And then Irminger and Papa and lastly

Southern Ocean.

As you can see in the Coastal Arrays, we'll be

deploying the gliders hopefully in 2012. That would be our

proposal. And then Oregon would go in Q2 of 2013 and then

the Washington line bringing up the end in 2014. The

Pioneer Array on the East Coast, late 2013. And then the

Regional Arrays, you know, the submarine cable installation

and then the sensing mechani- -- the -- we call it the
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secondary infrastructure which is the sensors that are

coming off the cables will come later.

So this is our proposed installation schedule

and that's what I conclude with this evening. I hope that

we explained it well enough and if we didn't, we're happy to

answer questions.

MR. SPAULDING: Thank you, Jean.

MS. McGOVERN: You're welcome.

MR. SPAULDING: Now, I'd like to officially

open the public comment period. This is the oral comment

period and I know only one person so far has signed up to

give an oral comment. That doesn't mean anybody else does

not -- they're not allowed to stand up and make a comment.

I ask that when you do stand up to make a

comment that you state your name and your affiliation, if

any, and then read your comments -- or state your comments

so that the court stenographer can record that so speak

clearly. And the person that we have speaking tonight is

John Lavrakas.

MR. LAVRAKAS: Okay. Thanks. My name is John

Lavrakas. I'm President of Advanced Research Corporation in

Newport, Oregon, and I'm also Co-Chair for the Yaquina Bay

Ocean Observing Initiative. And I have two comments. One's

a question so I'll save it for the second.

The first comment is we encourage you all to
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work with other organizations that might use the data in

defining the data formats and content -- and this is a

comment I've discussed with you all before -- so that we can

harmonize data flow from the observing arrays into other

databases that can make use of it. An example would be

fisheries' databases where scientists and fishermen are

interested in seeing how -- what behaviors are of the fish

relative to physical oceanographic activity. All right? So

that's the comment.

As the second one, I'll go ahead and read this.

Sorry to -- I didn't type this on my computer so. Our

region has formed a task force to advance our region as a

hub for ocean observing leveraging the activities of Oregon

State University and the Hatfield Marine Science Center.

Such an activity would include the development of local

businesses and workforce in the deployment, operations and

maintenance of ocean observing sensors as well as the

development and operation of systems to make use of the

ocean observing data.

So the question is what steps are being taken

to engage with local initiatives such as ours so that we may

help as a partner with the OOI? So that's the question.

And I don't know. Are you able to answer questions like

this tonight?

MS. McGOVERN: Well, I mean I'm certain we --
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since -- I think what we should do is provide anyone else an

opportunity to speak and then I'm happy to answer your

questions.

MR. LAVRAKAS: All right.

MR. SPAULDING: Yes.

MS. McGOVERN: I think that makes sense, yeah.

Does anybody else have any comments?

MR. SPAULDING: Would anybody else like to make

a public comment?

MR. PAVLIK: Yes. My name is Chuck Pavlik. I

apologize for being late tonight.

THE COURT REPORTER: Could you spell your last

name for me, please?

MR. PAVLIK: P-a-v-l-i-k. I am President of

the Central Coast Chapter of the Coastal Conservation

Association and we represent sports fishermen. And my

question to you is -- and being late, you may have already

answered my question. What impact is this going to have on

the sport fisheries off the Oregon coast?

MR. SPAULDING: Okay. Well, that's kind of a

harder question to answer in sort of this forum, but that's

the purpose of the Site-Specific Environmental Assessment

and the Programmatic Environmental Assessment that was done

before is we go through and we discuss what the potential

environmental impacts would be to sports fishing or any
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other resources that are in the area. So we can talk one on

one after this if you'd like and I can go into more detail.

MR. PAVLIK: That would be great.

MR. SPAULDING: Okay.

MR. PAVLIK: That would be great.

MS. McGOVERN: Okay. Thank you so much and we

didn't answer your question.

MR. SPAULDING: Anybody else?

MR. SHERMAN: Yes.

MR. SPAULDING: Yes, sir.

MR. SHERMAN: My name's John Sherman. I've

done some volunteer work here at the Marine Science Center

and I have a copy of your draft -- August draft of the

Site-Specific Environmental Assessment and I notice in here

you repeatedly say "no significant impact." How do you

arrive at that conclusion? What criteria -- what's the

basis for "no significant impact"?

MR. SPAULDING: Okay. That's another good

question and if we could -- I think that the forum is better

if I could speak to you one on one as opposed to going

through this in the public forum. Is that okay?

MR. SHERMAN: Well, the other thing that I have

found is on Page 46 of this draft document, I have a table;

Representative Active Acoustic Sensors, and I'm really

concerned about acoustic interfering possibly with whales
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and dolphins and porpoises.

MR. SPAULDING: Right. That is -- I can answer

that question right now. That is a very good question and

it's a very important one because, obviously, marine mammals

and the whole issue of underwater noise and sound is very

big right now, especially with like Navy sonar and other

issues associated with underwater sound.

In our Programmatic Environmental Assessment,

we proposed a number of acoustic -- active acoustic sources

and we prepared a -- sort of an assessment of those -- what

those acoustic sources, what impacts they might possibly

have on marine mammals or sea turtles or fish, and we

presented that to the National Marine Fisheries Service.

They reviewed our assessment. They asked

further questions about the acoustic sources and the

placement and the duration and the source levels, that sort

of thing and the frequencies. And they concluded -- they

concurred with our conclusions that there would be no

impacts to marine fauna due to the use of these acoustic

sources predominantly because of the frequencies of the

acoustic sources, the duration of the acoustic sources that

it just would not have any significant impact on marine --

marine mammals or sea turtles or fish so.

MR. SHERMAN: So the basis was the National

Marine Fisheries Service for that decision about the --
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MR. SPAULDING: Right. They're the prime

regulator of the National Marine -- of the Marine Mammal

Protection Act and the Endangered Species Act and also in

terms of essential fish habitat and fisheries, that sort of

thing, they're the prime regulator. They're the ones we

have to go to to get the currents on any potential impacts

to marine ecosystems and marine flora and fauna.

So they look over our documents and find out

whether or not we have provided enough environmental

assessment data and our conclusions are founded by based

upon the proposed action and what our -- what would happen

if those things were installed and what is known about the

animals and their hearing ability and the frequency of

the -- the use of these acoustic sources and would those

have any impacts on the marine mammals. So they concluded

that -- with us that it would not have any impacts on marine

mammals.

MR. SHERMAN: Well, the other question was on

the cables. You're going to have vertical cables holding in

place some of these buoys?

MR. SPAULDING: Right.

MR. SHERMAN: And until this year, why, gray

whales frequently fed very closely along the coast here.

This year not so many. And they have to dodge the crab

pot lines now and buoy cables so I wonder if the whales are
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going to have any problems with the -- more buoy -- buoy

mooring lines?

MR. SPAULDING: I don't -- we don't anticipate

any problems at all because you have to remember, there's

just going to be like three mooring cables. You know, for

the -- say for the Washington line, there'll be three and

for the Grays Harbor line, there'll be three. And I think

whales are fairly adept at avoiding certain cables. There's

not been one instance in -- that I know of with any sort of

mooring cable or buoy whether done by NOAA or the Coast

Guard or anybody that has a whale that's become entangled.

They're very good at their environment and they're very good

at avoiding things.

I agree that if you put more and more

infrastructure out there, whether they're crab pots or

anything, that there's more of a thing that the whales need

to avoid, but we don't feel that our moorings will cause any

sort of significant impact to their migration patterns or

their feeding.

MR. SHERMAN: Well, I think it was -- in the

past year, I think, there was a case where a gray whale got

tangled up with a crab pot line and they had a devil of a

time trying to release that whale. So occasionally it does

happen.

MS. BANAHAN: Ed, do you want to -- do you want
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to speak to the -- to the materials that are used in making

the moorings? In fact, they're actually a lot stiffer than

a line for a crab pot.

MR. DEVER: Yeah. So the conventional

oceanographic mooring design usually involves a scope of

something like 1.5. So that means if the mooring is in a

water depth of 50 fathoms, there would be 75 fathoms of line

on the mooring. So it would have a watch circle it would

rotate around. So there's more potential for something to

become wrapped around; a boat, a whale, whatever.

The moorings that we're going to be deploying

off of the Endurance Array are designed with this -- kind of

a stretchy hose material. They're actually designed to

remain taut straight up and down in all kinds of wave and

current conditions. And so that rather than having a watch

circle that might be several hundred yards across, there

will essentially be no watch circle. So it's going to

hopefully decrease the likelihood that other objects can

become entangled including fishing gear and those sort of

possibility of --

MR. SHERMAN: Are you saying these cables will

be less flexible? They're going to be --

MR. DEVER: They'll be stretchy, but what

they'll do is they'll stretch straight up and down so they

won't have any slack that's going to wander around.
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MR. SHERMAN: Well, I have another question.

I'm sorry I'm late. I had to attend another meeting but I

think in the part that I saw there you used the term

"maximizing cable burial." What do you mean by "maximizing

cable burial"? What does "maximizing" mean?

MR. ITTIG: Our target burial depth is 1.25

meters so we try to select a route for the route survey that

will maximize our potential to achieve that target burial.

MR. SHERMAN: What do you mean by "maximize"?

Bury it deeper or --

MS. SHARP: Yeah. Bury it as deep as you can

get it.

MR. BARTH: Maximize the amount of route that's

buried. For the required part of the cable route that is in

shore of 700 fathoms?

MR. ITTIG: Yes.

MR. BARTH: You'd like to achieve complete

burial. So it's maximizing the length of that route that is

buried to four feet of depth. It doesn't mean maximize it

deeper and deeper. It means the full length of that route.

MR. SPAULDING: So that's why --

MR. BARTH: Does that make sense?

MR. SPAULDING: That's why these areas here

where Brian mentioned there was some rocky outcrops, that's

why it does these jogs so they can go to soft-bottom
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sediment so they can be buried as opposed to laying it over

a rocky outcrop which would invite, you know, fish to be

biting on it, potential entanglement for all kinds of

things, fishing gear to drag across, all kinds of other

issues. So if they bury it, they want to maximize the

amount of cable that is buried along this length.

MR. SHERMAN: So it depends on burial depth and

the location? Is that it?

MR. ITTIG: That is correct.

MR. SHERMAN: Basically you're -- "maximizing"

means a selected location --

MR. ITTIG: Yes.

MR. SHERMAN: -- where you have soft material

to bury it and then the actual burial?

MR. ITTIG: Yes.

MR. COLLIER: If you could play on one place on

the next map. This one. The original scientific goal for

these observations was more or less on a straight line out

of Newport and as part of the cable survey in an attempt to

find -- working both with the fishing community and the

cable company and in an attempt to find a path from all the

way out here in shore that could be buried, this -- this

long sort of detour was the only option really that we could

find that we could with high confidence be able to bury the

cable.
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And so although our -- sort of our primary

science goal might have -- might have been along this line,

we had to basically deviate because the terrain in this area

in coming through this area here didn't allow the cable to

be buried with enough certainty and enough length and the

route eventually ended up being selected this way.

MR. SHERMAN: So the off-shore cable, will all

of it be buried or some of it be above the sea bed?

MR. SPAULDING: Brian?

MR. ITTIG: Yes. Out -- we will attempt burial

out to the 700 fathom mark, yes.

MR. SHERMAN: Some is above the sea bed and

some is buried?

MR. ITTIG: No. All buried.

MR. SHERMAN: All buried?

MR. ITTIG: That's our target, yes.

MR. SHERMAN: Thank you very much.

MR. SPAULDING: Thank you. Now for the

question that John had --

MS. McGOVERN: Yeah. I think I'll talk to John

and you can talk to -- I'm sorry. What's your name? I'm

sorry, sir.

MR. PAVLIK: Chuck.

MS. McGOVERN: Chuck. I'm sorry. And then we

can let everyone else go home for the evening or stay for
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other comments because I think that's a pretty targeted

question so I'm happy to talk with you.

MR. LAVRAKAS: Thank you.

MS. McGOVERN: So thanks again. I'd like to

thank a few people. First, I'd like to thank the library

and the folks for providing us with this facility. We've

been here, this is now our second visit. We came in July

and we're back.

I'd like to thank the project team. You know,

we've sort of -- we were on the East Coast on Monday night

talking to fishermen and then we're here in Westport last

night, tonight. And so I want to thank everybody for a long

drive and a long -- and their commitment to the project.

And I'd like to thank all of you for coming out

tonight. So have a nice evening and we're happy to answer

any questions. Again, four ways to provide us comments;

written here, written e-mail, written letter or orally. So

thank you.

(Public hearing adjourned at 8:31 p.m.)
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P R O C E E D I N G S

MR. SPAULDING: We're going to start a

few minutes early given that all the people that

have come are probably here. That way it will

give us more time to interface with you and

answer questions about the posters again once

the formal comment period is over.

First of all, I'd like to thank you very

much for coming tonight. I know it's a

beautiful evening out there and I appreciate you

taking your time in person to listen and to

attend this meeting to learn a little bit more

about OOI.

Just the format of the meeting, as you

saw outside in the foyer there are a number of

posters and they kind of explain briefly what

OOI is about.

During the -- after the -- at the end of

the comment period we'll have the experts like
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Al Pleuddemann and Jean McGovern and myself and

some of the other team will continue to be out

there to answer your questions and to provide

more information. And also, you can pick up

more handouts.

The main focus of this meeting is to get

your comments on the draft specific

environmental assessment. I really want to

encourage you to leave your comments or at least

provide your comments at some time before now

and September 15th. We have comment sheets here

at the table. You can leave your comments in

the box right here.

There are a number of ways. You can

either provide written comments tonight. You

can make your comment here. You can take the

comment sheet back and write on them at your

leisure and e-mail them. You can snail mail

them back. There's an e-mail address. There's

a mailing address on the sheet.

Or if -- obviously, tonight's main focus

is to provide oral comments. You can stand up

in front of the meeting this evening and provide

comments that way. There's a court reporter
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here that is recording everything for the public

record. This will all be part of the final

environmental assessment.

And the last way to provide comments if

you do not want to provide written comments or

send comments in or even speak them in front of

the audience, you can sit in front of the court

reporter and give your comments to her directly

and she can transcribe them.

So whichever way is most suitable for

you. I really encourage you to provide your

comments. That's the purpose of this process.

That's the purpose of this meeting. So we

really want to encourage you to please provide

your comments.

Then, I'd like to introduce our team that

is here tonight to help answer your questions

and provide more information. I'll start with

myself.

I'm Rick Spaulding. I am a contractor

with TEC, Incorporated. I'm one of the primary

authors of the environmental assessment. I'm

the project manager for that document, and I'd

like to go around the room and introduce -- have
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our other team players introduce themselves.

MS. FINK: Hi. I'm Adrienne Fink. I'm

with TetraTech, and I'm out of Boston and my

company is working directly with Woods Hole.

We'll be involved with the permitting process

that will follow immediately after today.

MS. DORTON: My name is Jennifer Dorton.

I work for the Consortium for Ocean Leadership

on environmental compliance.

MR. FEEHAN: I'm Tim Feehan. I'm also

with TetraTech in Boston.

MS. BRASSEIUR: Hi. I'm Lorraine

Brasseiur. I'm with the Consortium for Ocean

Leadership, and I work mostly with

instrumentation and some of the design

programming.

MR. PLEUDDEMANN: I'm Al Pleuddemann.

I'm a design consultant at Woods Hole

Institution, and I'm -- in particular amongst

the OOI scientists, I'm sort of on the Pioneer

Array which is what we'll be talking about

tonight.

MS. WHITE: My same is Sheri White and

I'm an engineer with Woods Hole Institution
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working on the infrastructure for coastal ways

which includes the Pioneer Array.

MR. SPAULDING: And actually, one more

thing before Jean steps forward is I'd like to

encourage you also, there's a sign-in sheet in

the back. A number of you have signed up to

receive a copy of the final EA.

We need your mailing address if you'd

like to receive a copy of those. We haven't

figured out a way to physically e-mail

something, so please provide your mailing

address.

Also, when you get up to speak for your

comments, please state your name and your

affiliation so the court reporter can make that

determination.

And now, I'd like to turn it over to Jean

McGovern who will give a quick overview of OOI

and the planned Pioneer Array for off the coast

of Massachusetts.

MS. McGOVERN: Good evening to everyone.

I'm Jean McGovern. I'm the program director for

the Division of Ocean Sciences at NSF, the

National Science Foundation. The National
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Science Foundation is the funding agency for

OOI.

We're a fairly small agency, an

independent agency, and we provide --

essentially provide the active community with

funding for research, and also part of our

mission is to provide infrastructure to the

scientific communities, as well.

OOI is the largest investment that

National Science Foundation has ever made in

ocean sciences in the history of our agency, and

we have in the past built and operated ships but

never have we worked at the observatory scale

before.

So it's a very exciting project for a lot

of reasons. At NSF we like to think of

ourselves as where research and discovery

begins, and certainly for ocean observatory,

that is the case.

So I'm going to quickly go through an

overview of the project and then Al is going to

give sort of a deeper dive into the science that

OOI is proposing for Woods Hole.

Sometimes we come to the question about
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-- the question of why are we building an ocean

observatory, and so the idea is that if we place

powered sensors in the ocean, we'll be able to

enable a feed of data from the ocean to

citizens, scientists and educators.

And in the past, most ocean scientists

have been stationary. So they go out on ships,

they retrieve samples, they bring those back to

our lab and then they publish the data.

The OOI is shifting the culture a bit

because we're bringing the data to shore and we

plan to make it publicly available to everyone,

which in the research community sometimes makes

people uncomfortable. And so it's a little

transformed from there.

The new technology and satellites and the

ability for transmission of data to the internet

has driven the ability for us to affordably

propose an observatory, and the increased

observational data, we believe, will drive

improved decisions for engineers and ocean

scientists.

So OOI has proposed to place sensors at

scientifically significant and important
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locations. So over the past 15 years there have

been literally hundreds of scientists who have

gotten together to think about this issue and

work with the foundation, the foundation's

funding, to propose locations to place

observatories.

We have multiple scales. The dots in the

high latitude locations that you'll see

stationed around the basin are global moorings.

Al is going to take a deeper dive into the

devices.

We are also proposing to place fiberoptic

cable off the coast of Oregon to provide for

sensors in the water column, senors and cameras

off the coast of Oregon. We call that our

regional scale observatory.

Then we have two coastal components. One

is on the West Coast in Grays Harbor in Newport,

and then, of course, more locally here is the

Pioneer Array.

And so each of these observatories have

or are going to have the cyber infrastructure

which is sort of another way of saying

computing. So all the data will either be the
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data that is cabled or will come directly

ashore. Other data will be transmitted by

satellite and some data will be retrieved by

data loggers and provided to the network.

There will also be interfaces for

education. Our project team is consisted of the

Consortium for Ocean Leadership, NSF awarded.

We're expecting the COL to integrate our

network, and they've got networking with Woods

Hole, University of Washington, UC San Diego and

the Woods Hole Oceanographic Education Person.

The Woods Hole person is responsible for

both the high latitude and coastal components,

our OCU scripts, and we have a Raytheon

subdeployer there, as well. So it's a large

team.

Part of the project also is funded with

public dollars, so with that funding comes great

responsibility of job supporting and all sorts

of audits and other things we have to do from a

federal perspective.

The scientists at OOI are in these areas,

and I'm going to just sort of drop down to some

additional focus.
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Ecosystem health, climate change, carbon

cycling and ocean acidification, those are some

key focus areas that the sensors need that

selected are going to enable research and data

transmission.

Our pilot schedule, if you look at the

global sites, D means dataflow. That's often

important to scientists.

But what's important here is that the

proposed infrastructure, it's years away. Okay.

It's in 2013, 2014 for the coastal arrays.

We're going to try to propose to put gliders in

earlier. They're easier to do, but we have

time. Okay.

We have time to develop relationships we

need with the communities to work to resolve

issues. I think that's why we're here early.

We're not coming out six months before. We're

coming out years before to provide an

opportunity for people to comment on the

proposal.

So I'm going to switch over and let Al

take a deeper dive into what those dots mean and

sort of a deeper look at the infrastructure.
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MR. PLEUDDEMANN: Thank you. I'm glad to

be here. It's really good to see some familiar

faces. I'm really bad with names so I

apologize. I probably have reintroduced myself

to you guys ten times. It is good to get to

know some of you.

Some of you have seen this before so I'll

go fairly quickly through this. The idea is

just to motivate why we're here and help you

guys understand what our motivations are and

what we're trying to accomplish.

So this is, in its simplest form, it

comes down to two kind of competing sources of

water. Okay. Sources of nutrients, particulate

matter, other things. They're coming from the

north down through a pathway along the coast.

That's sort of this blue water you see here

coming from high latitudes. On the average it's

floating south and along the coast.

And then offshore the Gulf Stream is

beginning a different class of water with

different types of biomass and nutrients.

Separating these two is a front. It's really a

complex area. We call it the shelf break front.
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It occurs -- you guys are exactly where

it is. It's right where that steep slope is

where you come from sort of the flat down into

it. So right along that slope is a persistent

sort of barrier between these two types of

water.

To some extent what we're trying to

understand is how much that front is a barrier

to transport nutrients and biomass and how much

is actually maybe served as an exchange

mechanism. Maybe that's why this area is so

rich for fishing, and the ecosystem structure is

actually the nutrients.

Yes?

SPEAKER: Now, the white contour line you

have, what is that? 100,000?

MR. PLEUDDEMANN: I think it's 120 meters

so it's about -- more like 60,000.

SPEAKER: 60,000?

MR. PLEUDDEMANN: Yeah. So here is

another way to look at that. Again, I think I

showed this one the other night to some of you.

This is what they call a sector analysis,

but really, just think of the colors going from
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kind of orangeish yellow up to the blues as

being an indication of the richness of the

ecosystem, how much marine life you see out

there.

You kind of see two banks. There's one

along the coast which we know it's a rich

ecosystem area always along all coast lines.

But what's really interesting on the

other frontal system, and so, again, no

surprise, those are active fisheries throughout

this place where everything from fiber planting

to fishing to whales to squid to lobster,

they're all in this area.

So this is a cartoon. I want to describe

all the details sort of in our minds from the

science process.

Science captures for us the complexity of

the system that we're trying to understand here.

There's the blue, the cold blue water on one

side, the more rich salty water off the Gulf

Stream. Here is the frontal system in between.

How does it work? Is it a barrier

between these two systems? Is it actually

nutrients allowing a growth on the frontal
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planting to start this food chain and start the

ecosystem?

We have some ideas. We have some

theories. We don't really know how the system

works, if we're going to have the capability to

predict some outcomes it makes and then

statements about climate change or about

ecosystem area.

We would be better off if we understood

the fundamentals of how the structure of the

ecosystem works. That's kind of the purpose of

what we're trying to accomplish.

From the science side the way we're going

to go after that is what we call the erector set

of stuff. In order to build a monitoring

system, we need a lot of different kinds of

equipment. For the sake of brevity, I'm not

going to go too far in depth.

We're taking different pieces, some of

which you'll recognize, instruments, buoys,

systems to transfer data back and forth. We're

trying to put the best and most capable pieces

we have to create the best system we can to do

this monitoring.
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What if we put it all together the way we

would initially propose the way we

conceptualized, what would it look like. We

tend to use this cartoon to describe that.

What you see is a 3D chunk carved out of

the ocean from perspective with moorings in the

foreground that would go across this shelf area.

They occupy multiple sites.

Some sites have just one mooring. If you

look, there's just one spot there. It's

actually a fairly simple mooring. It has an

anchor through the water column, a profiling

body that moves up and down that wire and takes

measurements, and a small buoy at the surface.

Other sites are pretty complex. They

have more than one site. They have surface

moorings, another type of mooring or profiling

system.

At the bottom of some of them are docking

systems which will allow the Autonomous

Underwater Vehicles to come up and connect and

recharge the batteries before they move.

So it's kind of a mixed bag of fairly

straight forward installations that would be
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fairly straight forward.

Other installations are going to be a

little bit different or high-tech, you might

say, but conceptually, we're looking at seven

sites that we want to occupy with fixed gear as

well as a modest number of six gliders and three

AUVs.

So there's a modest number of these

mobile platforms that are going to be able to

move out through larger areas just -- and make

similar measurements.

So in terms of the data, this is one

little example now on one piece which is part of

the surface mooring of what are we going to

observe and what will be available to the

scientists as well as to the public on, say a

website about surface information with surface

meteorology, a pretty complete set, wind speed,

air temperature day-to-day, et cetera.

We'll be measuring surface waves, the

transfer of carbon dioxide into the ocean and

the alternative structure, the temperature

throughout the water column, dissolved oxygen

levels, PH levels, speed and water flow, and a
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lot of information about optical clarity in the

water, the amount of chlorophyll, the amount of

banned matter. In select sites these are harder

measurements to make so there are fewer of them.

Select sites will be measuring nutrients.

We really want to do that as much as we can

given the available technology into the sensors.

That's probably the missing pieces we don't

understand is how do we get that flow of

nutrients.

Other sites. So if you move from the

surface mooring site to the Canyon Site next to

it, you'll see a little different mix of these

but really we're going very after much the same

thing. We have to approach it from a lot of

different avenues in order to get a complete

story of what we're looking at.

And my not being familiar with these sort

of tools, gliders and AUVs, there's some good

pictures outside that will show a human in a

picture. You can get a sense of how big these

things are.

The gliders are mild in size. I could

pick it up and hold it myself. The AUVs are
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quite a bit bigger. They take two people, maybe

even a crane to pick the big ones up. They are

all from the -- they spend most of their time

under the water.

The gliders move very slowly, sort of a

fast walk. AUVs move a little bit faster but

even the faster ones are at a very sedate pace

of a couple of miles an hour gliding through the

water, typically moving up and down in the water

column.

And we can control where they go to some

extent, not perfectly. We can direct them where

to go. We can control how they move up and down

in the water.

So if we take this box sort of that we

made this cartoon out of and look down on it

from above, or you can think of it as twisting

this picture up forward, what we would see is

this plain view of a map, and that would look

like this. Again, this is one of the posters

you can see out there.

What you'll found is these crosses. So

there's seven crosses on the map. Those are the

centroids of these operating areas, either one
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mooring or two moorings.

Around that cross we composed a sort of

operating area, what we call a buffer zone, half

a mail radius which we think serves two

purposes. One is we need room to operate, to

take these things in and out of the water and to

be able to put one next to the other without

them getting tangled up with each other.

And secondly, this is probably, at least

in this proposal, of how -- what might be a safe

area to stay away from if you don't want to get

tangled. This is our first cut of what we would

do for site locations as well as the area around

those locations that we're going to have to be

concerned about looking in that area.

So the stations are there. Looking

through -- those numbers are available and we

can certainly provide you those figures so you

can have them if you want.

This is the proposed siting and it is

something we came up with initially to try to

solve a science problem. And if you look at

that in detail of exactly how this array gets

arranged, it could be -- I would say it's been
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distorted from this picture. It doesn't appear

to be exactly like this. So there is some

wiggle room in how exactly it gets deployed.

If you zoom out even further you will

see, if you can see, I don't know if they show

up, but there are seven little dots on this map.

That's those seven locations shown on the other

map.

The zoom out shows the two areas where

these are vehicles, the small box and gliders

and the big box. Those are areas that are just,

I don't know what you would call them, oceanal

boundaries, those boxes. That's not an area

that we occupy with gear at all times.

The dots on this map or little images on

this map represent the isolated pieces of gear

that would be in the water. At one time there

was six gliders and three AUVs at the most

somewhere in that box.

I think that's the overview I wanted to

provide. I think Jean was going to sort of wrap

up some ideas about just a reminder about where

we are in the process and some parts of the

public outreach process.
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MS. McGOVERN: Thanks, Al.

I just want to talk about some of things

we're going to do and how we can improve, so

what we've done so far is we've had a draft

site-specific EA prepared. We put that out.

And on the east coast, we worked with

Bonnie, and she came forward and gave me a call

one day and had a lot of questions and obviously

was interested in the project and she connected

us with many folks

Last Monday we had an informational

session at Fred's training center in Neponset.

That was quite informative for us and, in fact,

many of our slides this evening were formed by

the questions that we received last week.

And so that's why we're here. We want to

present that draft EA and we want you to comment

on it so that we can understand if there's any

issues we haven't addressed

And then -- but it is a beginning, and

that's why I showed that schedule early on.

This process doesn't end. We want to continue

-- we want to continue to have more meetings,

maybe talk about how we can work together to
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design the array in a way that could be --

everyone could work in the ocean.

And so on the east coast we've also sent

out notification letters. We sent out what we

call IO letters which are agency coordination

letters to let them know we're getting this

site-specific EA. It's coming out.

And so that's why we're here. We're here

to receive comments, and the path forward is

really two-fold. We'll respond to comments that

we get. That's why we're sort of -- but on the

other hand, what we also want to do is continue

to develop a relationship to work to refine the

design for OOI.

So I think that's it. Right, Rick?

MR. SPAULDING: Yes.

MS. McGOVERN: What we want to do is we

want to take questions, but we're thinking

that -- do you want to talk about the question

process?

MR. SPAULDING: Yes. We have to --

MS. McGOVERN: So hold your questions.

We're going to answers questions.

MR. SPAULDING: There are two gentlemen
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that have signed up to give an oral comment

first. Generally, we like to limit them to

three minutes, but in this instance I think we

can be a little bit more giving or flexible in

terms of, obviously we have time and we have a

very captive audience.

So I'll be a little bit flexible on --

I'll let you speak to a modest amount of time

given that there are those needing to talk.

I'll go through this. Please give your

name and your affiliation. You can stand where

you're sitting right now or you can come up to

the front. The court reporter needs to record

all our comments.

I also encourage you, even though you are

giving oral comments, to please provide written

comments, too. That makes it more clear. The

more comments we get, the better.

You can just read your comments about

what you're going to speak about tonight and

provide the written comments, whatever is

convenient for you.

I'd like to start off with first, Fred

Mattera.
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MR. MATTERA: My name is Fred Mattera.

I'm a commercial fisherman, 38 years. I fish

out of Point Judith, Rhode Island.

This proposed area site is probably one

of the heaviest fished areas for mixed fishermen

on the East Coast. I think Allen demonstrated

that when he showed you the profile of all the

nutrients and everything else and the species

there.

You know, I think that we're going to

have a major problem here. I'm trying to think

of how we co-exist.

Fixed gear is one thing. I'm a mobile

gear fisherman, throwing trawls on the bottom.

You've got gliders going up and down through the

water. You've got AUVs moving around. You got

these buoys, subsurface buoys. And you're

saying, oh, gees. We need half a mile around

these.

What happens when you start trawling the

bottom and we start setting out in areas that

are shot out from the surface to the bottom and

then you're trawling back. I know that there

would be times when there will be 20 to 40
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vessels fishing right amongst those five

moorings.

If you tell me we're not going to have an

interaction, I just find it very difficult to

believe.

So my concern is that this area is --

potentially could be shut down to fishermen.

You know, I need -- I feel -- and after last

Monday's meeting, I sat down with numerous

fishermen and personally, they just don't want

it. They just don't want it. We need to build

trust, and trust starts with notification and

being part of this process.

Jean, you may have sent notices out. I

called the fishing agency in New Haven, Paul

from New England Council. Those are the two

places I would have certainly gone to first.

Neither one of them have heard about it.

You heard our DEM, the representative in

Rhode Island. They don't know anything about

it. Massachusetts didn't know anything about

it. The largest port, you know, generating

funds here in New Bedford, they didn't know

anything about it.
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So for the industry and state to

co-exist, they have to be brought into this

process, and I think they need to be brought

into this process.

I sent out a lot of e-mails to fishermen

here. Well, this is what happens sometimes, you

know. Until we get down to the nitty gritty, a

lot of times, you know, they don't come.

We had a hurricane last week, supposedly

a hurricane, and a lot of them are back out

fishing, so a lot of them are probably out

fishing on the grounds.

But we need to build this trust. You're

50 percent of the way through this. You're

dealing with an environmental assessment.

That's only because you have to comply with

NEPA. And had that not been happening, again, I

feel blind-sided through this process. And yet

we're supposed to just say, well, let's find a

way to co-exist.

So I think we either need an MoU of some

sort from all the agencies involved that, you

know, makes it understood that we can co-exist,

and I think we need to bring together
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stakeholders.

I think you need to slow this process

down right now and get a group of stakeholders

as an advisory committee. I think you need to

bring in the New England Council and you need to

bring in council for the habitat agency, and I

think we need to get the message out on the

internet.

I don't want to be the only person here

speaking for 100 fishermen that fish in this

area, but I've been fishing here since 1980.

That's 30 years. I know what's out there. I

know how many boats are out there.

And I know as soon as somebody hits one

of those arrays that are millions of dollars,

Coast Guard and everybody else is going to shut

us down and we're going to lose more grounds.

So until we go through that process, we

need to stop or slow this process down and get

back to the table and have stakeholders sitting

in on this process in order to accomplish this

environmental assessment, and then move forward.

Okay. That's all.

MR. SPAULDING: Thank you, Fred.
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Now we have Gary Mattaronas.

MR. MATTARONAS: Yep. I fish out of

Judith, Rhode Island. My name is Gary

Mattaronas.

My brother and I own two offshore lobster

boats. I couldn't concur with Fred more about

what he said. It seems like the cart's been put

before the horse here.

I think you should have come to the

fishermen first and said where is an area out

there where we can get along and co-exist, if

there is one. I'm not sure there is one.

But I've been fishing here since 1974 and

I fought with my brother for boundaries. Okay.

And then our area came about. And then we had

some draggers, and we got together and set

boundaries for each other.

So we co-exist out there, but we fish

with twin trawls that are a mile long, and when

I see these gliders all over this box here going

from 15 to 20 miles a pop, I don't know how

those aren't going to get tangled in our gear.

And as Fred said, maybe once or twice

we'll get away with it. If it gets hung up in
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our lines, what's going to happen is the Coast

Guard is going to get involved with that.

They're going to say, okay. Fishermen got to go

because those fishermen have to go.

It's not the public agencies. It's never

the people that are supported by the government.

It's always the fishermen, the lowly fishermen

who are just trying to go out there and survive.

You've got $700 million. You could have

bought us all out. You could have had all of

the ocean, the whole ocean. You could have done

anything you wanted.

As I said before, you put the cart before

the horse. We should have been involved from

day one so we could have sat down. Right now we

feel like we're getting screwed.

I've talked with Al to see if we can come

to some conclusions out there to work with, but

we feel like we've been stabbed in the back

here. We really do.

The point with me was when we just had

met last week that I was there. Mark Griffin

from DEM was overwhelmed. He hadn't been

involved with this. He hadn't been involved
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with this situation.

I mean, my question is, why didn't you

come to the fishermen first and say, hey, what's

going on out there. Can you give us an idea of

where we can plant these things.

There's closed areas you can put them in.

I understand there's protective fishing grounds

and that's -- we're just hanging on by a thread

right now.

You people all read the paper. We're

getting shut out here. We're getting closed out

of all these marine protected areas. All these

things are just put into a small box and now

you've got a big box that you want to keep us

out of.

It's a situation where we are really,

really concerned about this. I think there's

ways we might be able to work on it. I really

think most of the fishermen aren't here, because

we feel like they've got $700 million, they're

going to go forward.

The government's not going to say shut

them down because of a few fishermen's sake. We

can't live with this project, and I've been
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fishing out there since '74.

My brother's out fishing right now. My

brother's boat is out there fishing right now.

We are fishing out there. We'll probably take

200 traps out of there right now. So it goes

from the ocean, both offshore and into the

fishing area.

So you guys are displacing an awful lot

of people. You got three, four crew men out

there, plus you got supplies, all this other

stuff. So we're really concerned about once two

or three of these gliders get hung up on us,

we're going to say, okay. The Coast Guard's

going to stop us.

When they come after us with the Cutters,

they got guns on them. When they board you,

they're coming on with guns. There's no fooling

around with them.

First thing I'm ready to hear when they

come on board, do you have any weapons on board.

And you say, yes, which most of us don't because

we're so afraid to get arrested for anything we

have out there. They just come on like gang

busters. They're just going to say, okay, give
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us your gear.

We've just put out three or 4,000 pots

over night. During this hurricane, what can I

do? I can't do anything. It's got to stay out.

It takes months to move that kind of gear.

So we really have a concern about that

and we'll make comments, also.

MR. SPAULDING: Thank you, Gary.

Is there anybody else that would like to

make a public comment? Please stand and state

your name and affiliation.

MR. SPENCER: My name is David Spencer,

Massachusetts Lobster's Association.

I'll echo what Fred and Gary said. Quite

frankly, what I tried to get at earlier was, we

have a list of notification letters in the state

informational section. I'd be very interested

to see who was sent that letter.

I don't mean that rhetorically. I'd like

to see that. The fact is if there had been no

stakeholder meetings, we wouldn't have found out

by accident.

Right away there is a level of distrust.

I can only assume this was unintentional.
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Nobody has been working on this for 15 years

with that sort of a budget that goes to Woods

Hole that have scientists that have a

relationship with some of these organizations

and didn't think to notify us. That's what

you've said to me.

What I think needs to be done is they

should pause, stop the permitting process,

convene stakeholder groups, form an industry

panel that sits at the decision making table,

not a just for show table, not something just to

satisfy the people, but have a real meaningful

place at the table.

Come up with a document, a signed

document that says fishing actively will be

allowed to take place within this area at the

level that currently exists, and if another

agency steps in and does not allow fishing, this

project will not proceed.

Before any fishermen or industry group

sits down and start to cooperate, that's what

has to be done first. I don't see any other way

around it.

I cannot believe an industrial sized
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construction project of this magnitude on the

edge of the continental shelf which has critical

habitat, has endangered species, has deep water

coral, can go through and then just completely

escape everybody's attention.

So it's -- I'm at a loss for words. I

personally will do everything I can to work

against this project unless that format is

followed.

MR. SPAULDING: Thank you.

Yes, ma'am.

MS. BANK: My name is Crista Bank. I

work at the School for Marine Science and

Technology at UMass Dartmouth. I do a lot of

project work with fish from New Bedford.

Currently, I'm working with monkfish in

areas that use this fishing area quite a bit.

We're actually all planning some research trips

this winter right in that same area. It's our

first foray in deep water, and there are

monkfish there, and I'm hoping to continue in

future years.

So, I guess I didn't know about this

until a couple of weeks ago. I wasn't even sure
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what it was all about. Now I'm really glad I

came. It definitely affects a lot of what I

work on and my direct research.

That's why I'm here, so thanks for having

me.

MR. SPAULDING: Thank you. Anybody else

would like to make a comment?

Okay. We'd be happy to answer your

questions either in front of the posters. I

think we can sort of informally take your

questions here so --

SPEAKER: Quick question. He mentioned,

Fred or maybe the second one, mentioned a cost

of $700 million. Is that what the cost of the

project is?

MS. McGOVERN: So, I can answer that.

So the project to design and deploy the

marine infrastructure is $386.14 million, but

what the $700 million that's also out there is

to operate and maintain that for almost eight

years. So the actual building process is

$386.14 million. That's the difference.

SPEAKER: So the total would be over $700

million? Is that what you're saying?
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MS. McGOVERN: The total right now that's

projected to be funded -- of course we're

subject to the availability of funding every

year of the funding cycle -- is over $700

million, but the actual design to build and

deploy is $384.16 million.

SPEAKER: That's for the whole program?

MS. McGOVERN: Right. That's not -- the

Pioneer program is just a small portion of the

entire. So it's all the four level components,

the West Coast, the fiber optic cables on the

east coast, so the infrastructure but

educational courses, as well.

SPEAKER: Well, I heard $700 million

because that's what was said.

MS. McGOVERN: Yeah. So the $700 million

is to operate and maintain, so there's the

design and deploy and there's also operations

and maintenance.

One of the things that geoscientists --

I've been on the project since August 15th last

year, so one of the things geoscientists felt

very strong about was we're not going to move

forward to design and build something unless we
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really had the money to operate and maintain it

responsibly. We don't want to just put stuff

out and we want to be responsibile.

SPEAKER: Did you just say you are

subject to the same funding constraints year

after year after year? Does that mean you have

to wait every year to find out if you have the

next year's funding operations to maintain

maintenance funding?

MS. McGOVERN: Well, you write your

budget request. So the project was approved,

okay, for the time period, but then every year I

have to write the budget request.

SPEAKER: So, in other words, you may get

the money year one, and year two the money might

not have come through?

MS. McGOVERN: It's possible but not

likely in terms of, we got the project approved,

so now it's just year-by-year funding.

SPEAKER: Who actually approved it? Is

it NSF? Does it go somewhere?

MS. McGOVERN: That's fine. I can

explain it.

So how it works is the project was
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developed and we needed to go through the pieces

of getting cost estimates and be responsible

with the scope of it and the operations and

maintenance budget.

And then that works its way through NSF,

which is a very small organization, and then it

gets proposed to the National Science Board and

to also budgeting. So we walk through the

budgeting process, the federal budgeting

process. We also have to get the board's

approval, and then the board recommends it to

the --

SPEAKER: To the scientists?

SPEAKER: So it goes through NSF?

MS. McGOVERN: I'm sorry. The National

Board of Science is the board that oversees NSF.

SPEAKER: Do they oversee anything else?

MS. McGOVERN: Just NSF. But then -- and

then the budgeting process, they will go to a

budget examiner like any other federal agency

with respect to moving forward.

So moving -- so, again, Fred, I hear you.

I hear you. We're coming to you guys to open

up, and we have a lot of work to do, there's no
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question, I think. And we later we want those

names. We're looking for the other associations

to work with and I think we have some work to

do. We have some relationship building to do

and we have some work to do.

Let's sit down. Let's get the right

people together and let's work it out. I sort

of want to take -- I was personally responsible

for making sure we had this public meeting

because I wanted to make sure we had, from the

West Coast identified -- we were following

procedures and sending stuff out to the agencies

we're supposed to send it out to. But I always

felt like, do we really have everyone.

So I'm glad to hear your responses. It's

designed to be a five to seven-year experiment.

And it's an array that we want to move because

we didn't have enough money to instrument the

entire coastline of the country or the areas

that we wanted to.

So the idea is to make this internal

process in five years, look at the science that

Pioneer Array has allowed and then meet with

another place, move it to another place. That's
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-- it's designed to be a deployable array.

That's the design criteria so --

SPEAKER: I have another question.

What's Raytheon's role?

MS. McGOVERN: So Raytheon is working

with Woods Hole to provide systems engineering

support and other types of engineering support

to Woods Hole.

SPEAKER: Are there any other private

entities involved besides Raytheon?

MS. McGOVERN: Oh, yeah, there are. When

you sort of look at the project, you've got COL,

then it trickles down to all these sub entities.

Air-Pro out of Salem. They are the cable

contractor, and they're a private entity as

well, so fiber optic cables. There's --

SPEAKER: I guess that wasn't really the

question. Is there anybody else other than

contractors who will be supplying the parts to

this?

MS. McGOVERN: Yeah. We'll have people

who will build and there will be suppliers --

SPEAKER: Other than suppliers, are there

any other funding sources? Is there any others
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who will be receiving the -- public educational

institutions involved with any of the arrays but

-- and why I'm asking is one of the things

you're looking at are methyl hydrates.

MS. McGOVERN: Yeah. On the West Coast,

yeah.

SPEAKER: Is that for oil and gas

expiration purposes?

MS. McGOVERN: No. The science team

wants to understand the gas hydrates on the West

Coast and the actual sea melt.

And so the purpose for all of the

deployments and the selection of the instruments

was to achieve the science teams so every

instrument that we're buying traces up to a

science team.

And we have to -- in order to fund that,

we have to say we need this many sensors of this

many type in order to investigate ocean science

gas hydrates.

So, yeah. NSF is a science organization

and so all of the instruments trace up to

science, so.

SPEAKER: Have you had any experience in
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putting these arrays in high traffic fishing

areas?

MS. McGOVERN: I'm going to ask Al to

answer that one.

MR. PLEUDDEMANN: I guess we thought we

did until we realized what high traffic meant.

So, you know, we have deployed arrays

like this off the East Coast. Similar, not

exactly the same location. We deployed them on

the shelf. We deployed them just off the shelf

in the deeper water, more or less permanent off

the coast line.

So this is not new. I think what's new

is the 75,000 to 150,000, I think that's the

impression I get is the difference here is that

we are now going to give these to a region that

is really what high density fishing means. We

have not been in that situation before.

SPEAKER: Where were they placed before,

specifically?

MR. PLEUDDEMANN: Well, I think --

MS. McGOVERN: There's a flyer. They're

on the flyers we have. You can come up here.

It's been for like six years or so from a
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gliders perspective, but the infrastructure --

we'll let him show you.

Do you have that? It's the one --

MR. PLEUDDEMANN: I realize this is a

very small map in the back of the room and --

but we had an array right here. It's called the

coastal mixing and it was multiple moorings. I

think it was four or five moorings in a diamond

shape. It's an array of moorings right off the

shelf here in deep water.

There was another set of moorings right

about here, right across these. Actually, it

crossed the shelf break. It's called shelf

break primer, and then some of the people in the

audience could probably think of a few others, I

think

MR. GAWARKIEWICZ: There was one

experiment out in New Jersey in 2006 where there

actually were about 50 moorings that were out

there --

SPEAKER: 50?

MR. GAWARKIEWICZ: And there was a lot of

coordination to keep the fishing active. It was

basically along one cross shelf line and people
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were able to stay away.

We did have four gliders running and also

we had several Autonomous Underwater Vehicles.

There were actually no problems with the gliders

getting hung up on the Autonomous Underwater

Vehicles, but the difference was that it was a

three-month experiment there.

And so I agree with the comments earlier,

that figuring out a way to minimize impacts on

each other, we need to learn more about which

depth ranges different types of fishing activity

occurs at.

I think that's a really critical part of

this. We have done other experiments in heavily

fished areas. Again, I think the length of

time, that it's very different.

SPEAKER: What depths is that that you

were commenting on?

MR. GAWARKIEWICZ: For the New Jersey

experiment, the shallowest was 30 fathoms of

water and we went out to about 250 fathoms, so

it was in the same heavily fished --

SPEAKER: So it was the same --

MR. GAWARKIEWICZ: Yes. And we had one
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at 40 fathoms that was running along the shelf

there, and so we had it carefully placed so that

it avoided some of the local canyons and things,

so it was a less heavily fished region there.

But we were able to work for three months

without any significant problems that we were

made aware of there.

And it did involve, you know, planning,

particularly with some of the mooring people. I

think John Kemp talked with a local New Jersey

fisherman there.

MR. BISAGNI: My name is Jim Bisagni. I

work at the University of Massachusetts,

Dartmouth.

I just wanted to comment on the fact that

I was involved with the US Globec Georges Bank

Program. That was a large program that's been

going on since the early 1990's.

Since the early 1990's as well as 1999,

there was a series of instruments in the

southern bank and actually on the western side

of the northeast bank. They were not my

instruments. I did not deploy them. But they

were there for a few years depending on which
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site you're actually looking at.

In my mind, I don't think there's an area

that is as heavily fished as Georges Bank. It's

probably similar to the area we're looking at

now.

As far as I know, the collision problem

was not too bad, as far as I can recall, but I

don't know what the facts are.

Thank you.

SPEAKER: But northeast fishing grounds

and the southern area that you're talking about,

50, 60 fathoms, there's very little fishing.

Now, the western side, I don't remember exactly,

I think you were there on the channel.

SPEAKER: And it's the oldest and the

size of this building. There was only a few

boats fishing in these areas. You weren't in --

although Georges Bank does have a lot, but I've

been where they were and they weren't heavily

fished areas.

MR. MATTERA: It's not so much the fixed

areas, not a fixed mooring. It's not a fixed

buoy. I'm more concerned about -- I'm more

concerned about what's floating around in the
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waters.

Yes, I am concerned somewhat there, but

we can put those things on hand. With most

fixed, that's not going to be difficult.

But that something in the water that's

moving through, more than anything else I just

see -- I just think we need to stop and slow

this process down, get stakeholders to get

involved just as David said, and get to be a

part of the decision making process.

If we do that, then we'll build some

trust. We build some trust, we'll start working

with you on where these things should be placed,

where maybe the proper areas are.

MS. SPINAZZOLA: Jean, you mentioned

earlier --

MR. SPAULDING: Could you stand up,

Bonnie.

MS. SPINAZZOLA: My name is Bonnie

Spinazzola.

You mentioned that the moorings were

basically in place and they had wires that went

up.

MS. McGOVERN: Yes.
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MS. SPINAZZOLA: You also said you talked

to NSF and they said it's okay with us.

MS. McGOVERN: No. I think she's talking

about the concurrence letter. That's what I

think you're talking about.

MS. SPINAZZOLA: My concern is -- perhaps

I misunderstood the concurrence letter --

MS. McGOVERN: That's fine.

MS. SPINAZZOLA: My concern is we are

working very diligently and sometimes quite to

our detriment to protect whales, and it's been

costly. It's been difficult. It's been a very

long, long process. I don't know what these

wires are like but I see this as something that

could be problematic.

MR. SPAULDING: We're consulting with the

National Fisheries Service on the program and

they concurred with our findings that moorings

would not provide any sort of entanglement or

any sort of major impact or adverse impact on

animals or sea turtles at all.

So now we're asking them to review the

site-specific. We're looking at all fishing

services. We're looking at entanglements, all
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these issues associated with marine mammals,

fishing, with the National Fisheries Service.

So we are working with them. We are

fully aware. Based on other problematic

assessments, they concur that the moorings will

not provide entanglement issues for any animals,

so.

MS. McGOVERN: So we're willing to sit

down and do that. I think what we need is we

need, definitely need to be provided with that

information. I think I heard three. I'm glad

someone is typing them down. And I think we

need to do that. I'm happy we're doing that. I

want to -- let's --

MR. MATTERA: The National Fisheries

Service.

MS. McGOVERN: What's that?

MR. MATTERA: The National Fisheries

Service in Gloucester. Something came up on the

radio today and a lot of fishermen started

calling me up, sending e-mails out all of a

sudden because there's an adjustment on the

yellow tails because they're now -- last year we

were in certain contact with sea fish so now we
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take more fish out of the yellow tails for our

allocations.

So the buzz was out there, and the

National Fisheries Service is probably the first

place to go to because everybody's linked to

them, from academia to industry to associations

to the councils, and NEPA put out a message.

Didn't you have something you showed me

today? Was it you? Somebody had a blackberry.

MS. McGOVERN: We'll get a list, schedule

a meeting and let's get to work. I think that's

what we need to do, so.

Right, Al? It's a start.

MR. SPAULDING: Any other questions or

comments? Again, we appreciate your taking the

time and please leave your comments. This is an

ongoing process. It doesn't end. We're excited

to work with you and to develop relationships

with you.

(The hearing concluded at 8:38 p.m.)






